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"Whom, then, do I call
educated, since I exclude the
arts and sciences and
specialities? First, those who
manage well the circumstances
which they encounter day by
day, and who possess a
judgment which is accurate in
meeting occasions as they arise
and rarely misses the expedient
coarse of action; next, those
who are decent and honorable in
their Intercourse with all with
associate,
they
whom
tolerating easily and good
ruituredly what is unpleasant
or offensive in others and being
themselves as agreeable and
reasonable to their emendates
as it Is possible to be: furthermore, those who hold their
pleasures always under control
and are not unduly overcome by
their misfortunes, bearing up
under them bravely and in a
manner worthy of our common
nature; finally, and nick important of all, those who are not
spoiled by successes and do not
desert their true selves and
become arrogant, but hold their
ground steadfastly as
intelligent men, not rejoicing in
the good things which have
come to them through chance
rather than in those which
through their own nature and
intelligence are theirs from
their birth. Those who have a
character which is in accord,
not vrithone of these things, but
with all of them: these, I contend, are wise and complete
men, possessed of all the virtues. These then are the views
which I hold regarding
educated men".. Isocrates,
436-338 B.C.
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In Our 94th Year

be vying for nominations to 13
different positions. The other
tour candidates are unopposed
and their nominations have
already been cerUfled.
The unopposed candidates
and the office they seek are:
Don Overbey, city prosecutor;
Charles
Hale,
property
evaluation administrator; Sid
Easley, county attorney; and
Kenneth C. Imes

to give voters an opportunity to
re-register.
According to a spokesman for
the party, sum in the neighborhood of $1,000 was brought in
from the evening.
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Candidates seeking the
nominations to county and city
offices, listed in the order in
which they appear on the ballot,
are:
County Judge - Roger W.
Jones, George H. Weaka, Hall
McCuiston, and incumbent
Robert 0. Miller.
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Outstanding band members
were chosen by the members of
the Murray High Black and
Gold band recently. Sarah Sams
was named the outstanding
senior Wideman.
Other winners were Beth
Wilson, outstanding junior
bandsman; Kip Mason, best all
around musician; Cathy
Christopher, outstanding
majorette; Jeff Woods, most
improved; Jimmy Pasco, Most
cooperative; Mike Connor,
outstanding sophomore, and
Untie Koclman, outstanding
freshman.
The majorettes for the 1973-74
school year are Captain 'Trace
Walker; Vicki White, Tonya
Carroll, Lisa McReynolds and
Becky Thornton. First alternate
is Phyllis Tlbte and second
alternate is Amy Lovett.
The field commander for next
year will be Beth Wilson, with
Jana Jones as assistant field
commander.
"You spik de _Englipmeh,, not
The flag corps includes Lisa
so,
"
Robertson, Becky Humphries,
"A few. And year"
Judy McCuiston, Marion
"Small.
Holloway,Cheryl Milam, Karen
Jones, Jan Cooper, and Nancy
A man attending the movies
Fitch.
was amazed to find himself
Color guard members are
sitting behind a woman and a
Cindy Black, Debbie Robinson,
large collie dog.
loalee Barthoiomy, and Sherry
Even more amazing was the
Runyan. Banner carriers are
fact that the dog laughed in the
Rita Wilson and Vicki McClard
right places throughout the
with Deanna McMillen as
movie.
alternate.
Finally, the man could stand
it no longer, Leaning over, he
told the woman?
"Excuse me, Madame, I
think it is simply astounding
that your dog enjoys the movies
so much."
"I'm surprised myself," the
woman said. "He hated the
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Magistrate, District OmCol. Carroll (Kelly) Guy, Cleo
Colson, Charles
Tommy
Bogard, and Joe Ed Pritdiett.
Magistrate, District TwoIncumbent K. B. bleCuiston, J.
C. Russell, and Gil G. Hopson.
Magistrate, District ThreeDan Dunn, Joe Pat Winchester,
Ralph Bogard, and incumbent
Leonia Hale.
Magistrate, District FourCharles E. Windsor; incurnbent
Henry M. Young; William H.
Brown, and Charles D. Banal
Mayer- John E. Scott, and
Buel E. Stalls.
City Judge- Stephen Cook
Sanders,and William B. Harris.
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The home of Max Dowdy was gutted by fire Saturday afternoon after apparently being struck by
City Connell, Ward A- H. Ed lightning. The Dowdy family was not at home at the time of the fire.
Staff Photo by David H111
Chrisman, James (Pete)
Rutledge, Phillip Tibbs, Art
Lee, Hubert M. Perry, Dave
Willis, Rex E. Alexander, and
Jo Crass.
City Council, Ward B - Fred
Workman, Gerald Tabers,
Jerry Henry, Melvin B. Henley,
Paul R. Mansfield, Marshall P.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
He referred to a special tray unlivable 125 degrees because a
Jones, William R. Eurchee,
protective shield had ripped
Ronald E. Jones, Hugh Thomas (AP) - Man had his blood in which foods are heated.
drawn in space today for the
Until now, the fourth day of away during the launch of the
Rushing, Howard Koenen.
first time as physician-astro- the mission, the astronauts Skylab on May 14
Voters should remember that naut Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin took have dined in their Apollo ferry
The astronauts cooled down
the Tuesday election does not samples from all three Skylab ship because of high heat in the the sweltering station by raising
guarantee that the winners crewman, starting a series of laboratory.
a huge awning-like sun shade
advance to their respective medical, earth resources and
But temperatures dropped over the affected area Mission
poets. Tuesday's election is only astronomy experiments that another five degrees overnight Control said the temprature
a
Democratic
primary, may bring many benefits to and were around 90 degrees.
was dropping at an average of
meaning only that the winners mankind.
"We're starting to live up more than one degree an hour
have been nominated to
"Be advised Joe just drew all here now," Weitz commented, and within a day or two it should
represent the party in the three of us and that it went after asking "how many towels be a livable 70 degrees
November general election.
very smoothly," Commander and wash cloths can we use a
Despite the still stifling heat
Charles
Conrad Jr. told Mission day"
In the 90s, Conrad, Kerwin and
Voters across the state will
Just 24 hours before, the heat Weitz worked through the day in
have a bigger choice of can- Control after the spacemen
didates then ever, as witnessed awakened in their orbital lab inside the lab registered an
(See Skylab, Page le)
by the large number of can- an hour later than
the controlplaned.Wh center redidates locally.
ceived
response on its first
wakeup call, officials decided
to let Conrad, Kerwin and Paul
J. Weitz sleep as long as they
wanted.
Later today, they planned a
10-minute news conference,
WASHINGTON - The state the program throughout
televised to the Space Center, decision of the Department of the remainder of Fiscal Year
answering questions from re- Agriculture to reinstate its 1973, which ends June 30, Mr.
porters here on the two hectic barter program on tobacco and Stubblefield said:
days'in which they salvaged cotton has been hailed by
"We are gratified at this
(See Seen & Heard, Page le)
the huge laboratory by erecting Chairman Frank Stubblefield, action by the Department. The
a makeshift sun shade to cool it D-Ky., of the House Agriculture abrupt suspension of the
down.
Tobacco SOcornmittee.
program had an unsettling
'The drawing of blood samThe Depart:Men on May 3 had effect on the tobacco industry
ples, to be done four times durannounced immediate and seriously threatened a
ing the four-week mission, is
of the program, an great many people who had
suspension
Cloudy and mild through
one element of an extensive
Stubblefield stocks of tobacco on hand and
which
action
Tuesday with chance of a few
medical program intended to
condemned as having been were depending on the barter
light showers. Low tonight in
determine how man is affected
taken without advance notice to program to function as it had
the upper 50e, high Tuesday in
by long-term exposure to the
persons adversely affected, been for years.
the low to mid 70e. Wednesday
space environment.
"They had been given no
especially in the tobacco inpartly cloudy and mild.
Kerwin has a dispensary
dustry. He promptly scheduled warning the program would be
BAND AWARDS-Murray High Band awards were presented
aboard to carry out his duties
and then conducted a public suspended, and there was no
Outlook Wednesday through recently to members of the black and gold marching unit. Top as a high-flying physician.
hearing into the matter by his advance notice published in the
Friday: Mostly fair through the row,left to right, Sara Sams,outstanding senior bandsman; Beth
The astronauts also ate in the
Federal Register as Normally
Period. High temperatures In Wilson, outstanding junior bandsman; Kip Mason, Best all space station today for the first stibcommittee on Tuesday, with
Department officials and trade occurs when similar actions are
the 70e. Low temperatstres in around musician; Cathy Chretepber, outstendffig maforettr.
time. This became known when spokesman testifying.
taken by government agenthe 50a Wednesday and Thur- Bottom row, Jeff Woods, most improved; Jimmy Pasco, most
Conrad reported -the comcies"
sday, cooling to the upper 406 cooperative; and Mike Connor, outstanding sophomore. linus
Observing that the Departmander just shaved and breakCongressman Stubblefield
Friday.
Kodman was also named outstanding freshman.
ment now has agreed to rein- pointed out that although the
fast is cooking."
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Thunderstorm Damages Two
Homes In County Saturday

An old fashioned stump
speaking and box supper was
held by the Democratic Party of
Calloway County Saturday
County Cowt Clerk- Marvin
evening on the court square in
Harris, incumbent; and
Murray.
Approxmlately one third of Dorothy D. Phillips.
Sbertff- Hafford G James,
the candidates for office spoke
at the rate of five dollars per Maurice Wilson, Charles D
minute with the proceeds going Kemp, John B. Watson, Guy
McCuiston, T. G. (Ted)
to the party.
Entertainment for the five Alexandre, and Earl T. Futrell.
Meet- Rupert Maynard;
dollar supper was provided by a
The mobile home ef Wayne Hopkins was damaged by a severe thunderstorm that bit the eastern
J. D. Reim; incumbent Huel part of the county Saturday
local country music band.
afternoon. High Made lore the roof off the troller, and moved the
Memberships to the Calloway C.(Win)Apse; and Garvin structure off its foundation.
Staff Photo by David Hill
County Democratic Party were Phillips.
Coroner - Incumbent Max
mold at one dollar per person.
- The clerk's office was opened H. Churchill; and Max E.
Morris.

Outstanding
Band Members
Chosen At MHS

Two Sections
Today
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Heavy Turnout Expected
For Democratic Primary
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
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Member of Associated Press

A heavy voter turnout is
expected here in Tuesday's
Democratic party as Calloway
Countians go to the polls to
nominate candidates for next
November's general election.
Of 60 persons who have filed
for pests m the primary, 56 will

.8

Dr. Kerwin Starts Series Of
Medical Experiments In Skylab

effort to stop the fire. Firemen
remained on the scene for
nearly six hours extinguishing
spot fires and beginning the
cleanup. A few appliances and a
metal file cabinet were
salvaged, but all the family's
clothes and furniture, as well as
some communications equipment, were destroyed.
Firemen were hampered by a
large number of spectators'
cars on the narrow road and the
unit had to request law officers'
help on keeping the road open
for the tanker to return to an
Elm Grove water hydrant for
The volunteers of the rescue reloads, rescue squad reports
squad battled the heat and said.
Dispatching the call was
smoke for several hours, but
were unable to save the house or Peggy Jennings with assistance
from the Murray police and fire
contents.
The Dowdy family was on a departments. Personnel ancamping trip in the Land swering the alarm were: Loyd
Between the Lakes area when Key, Lyle Pridemore, Randy
the fire was discovered by a Linn, Jim Kelly, Phil Owens.
neighbor, George Nanny, at Robert Trenholm, Jerry McCoy, Jim Green, Jerry Edabout six p.m.
Damage to a tree by the wards, Mike Farley, Aaron
house, as well as telephone and Dowdy, Ran Stout, Ron Stout,
electric circuit damage in- and Edwin Jennings. Chief
dicated that lighting had struck Dowdy and Asst. Chief Jimmy
Johnson were called from the
the home.
Three 1,000-gallon loads of campground at Piney and
water were used and firemen arrived after the fire was
dropped two 1 oa-inch lines in an brought under control.
A severe thunderstorm
damaged one mobile home and
left a residence gutted by fire
after high winds and lightning
swept across the eastern part of
the county Saturday.
The mobile home of Wayne
Hopkins, Route Six, was heavily
damaged after high winds tore
the roof off, and moved the
structure off its foundation.
The home of Max Dowdy,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Unit chief, was destroyed by
fire Saturday afternoon, after
apparently being struck by

Benefit Show For Fire
And Rescue Squad June 2
''Good ale down-home" entertainment will be featured
Saturday night when a group of
local entertainers will put on a
benefit show for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Unit.
The music show is set for 7:30
p.m. June 2, at the Murray State
University Auditorium.
Intermission will provide an
extra treat with all local
homemakers' dubs providing
bake goods for an auction. The
Sunnyside Homemakers are in
charge of the bake-sale project
to raise additional funds for the
squad which is in need of
financial help.
The local musicians have
agreed to donate time and the
Rescue Squad will receive all
proceeds from the admissions
of one dollar for adults and fifty
cents for children.
The Country Gentlemen, who
specialize in country and
western music, will open the
evening's entertainment.

Stubblefield Praises Committee
Decision To Keep Barter Program
Department officials at this
point have announced a reinstatement of the barter
program only throughout the
current fiscal year, he is
hopeful they can be persuaded
to continue it as a permanent
operation beyond the June 30
dateline. He noted that the
Department on May 31 and
June 21 will issue invitations for
barter bids with offers on each
call respectively due on iww I
and June 29.
Chairman W.R. ( Bob) Poage,
D-Tex., of the full House
Agriculture Committee likewise
applauded the Department's
action and commended the
subcommittee's
Stubblefield
role in bringing to the attention,
of the Department
the adverse effects caused by the
abrupt termination of the barter
program

One of the highlights of the
benefit show will be the fine
young gospel singing group, the
Bu-Mac Boys. This popular
group has already recorded
their first record and are taking
time from a busy schedule to
appear for the local firefighters.
Following intermission will
be a newly-formed group, the
Bluegrass Revelers. Closing out
the program will be a treat for
the younger set, a rock band
called the Whippin' Post.
Organizers of the event point
out that the University is not in
session at this time and that
plenty of convenient parking
will be available near the
auditorium
A table will be set up in the
lobby of the building so that
anyone wishing to honor their
annual pledge may do so at that
time.
The rescue and fire unit
operates entirely on contributions and receives no pay
for their services to the public.
The volunteers themselves
receive no reimbursement for
time or services.

Pleasant Grove To
Hold Bible School
Bible School will be held at
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
starting Monday, June 4, and
continuing through Frida
June B.
Classes for nursery through
Junior High will be held each
morning from 8:30 to eleven
o'clock.
Marilyn Erwin will be
director of of the school and said
needs transportation
anyone
to call 4924237.
PONY LEAGUE
Sign-up for boys, ages 13 and
14, interested in playing in the
Pony League will be held today
f Monday
at five--pmr---aecording to Fla vil Robertson,
president of the Pony League
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ORGANIC DEBATE

HE LEDGER & TIMES

Are natural foods better?

RUSHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMHY.Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
W. P. Williams, President (1941.1943)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

Editor's Note: This is the
first of three artiejes on the
organic food bIxtm.

We reserve the right 10 reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
fetes? of Our readers.
National Representatives. Wallace Witmer- Co., 1509 Madison Ave ,
Memphis, Tn., Time& Life Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg ,
ruornit Mich
Subscription Rates: By camer in Murray: 5.35 Per week, $1.52 per
month, $18.20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
57.50 per year other destinations, $1800 per year. All mail Sobcriptions plus 5 percent state tax
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
-Seeond Class Matter

By RON WFI S
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset al a Community
is the Integrity of itS NevrsPaPor

MONDAY—May hi, 1173

Landmark
On Friday the Democrats moved out of the suite
of offices in the palatial Watergate where it all
happened last summer. Yes, the offices that were
bugged by (choose one) the boobs-patriots-spies who
were acting under the orders of everybody-nobody in
the White House.
The departure occasioned a little nostalgia and a
lot of picture-taking. And the bell captain in the
lobby noted sadly, "We're going to miss a lot of
pretty girls."
The Democrats are moving into cheaper and
smaller quarters in the Air Line Pilots Association
building, near the White House. But they are leaving
a landmark-the Watergate is a must for the sightseeing buses nowadays, a place where history was
made (sort of), something to be pointed out to
tourists together with the Capitol and the Lincoln
Memorial and the Washington Monument and the
White House.
It does seem that the National Park Service ought
to put a plaque on the door of the Democrats' old
offices to mark the spot. If not a plaque, what about
a concealed microphone or two'—Norfolk Va.
Virginian-Pilot.

The strippers of Bourbon Street in New Orleans
are upset because city officials allowed soprano
Carol Neblett to appear nude in the opera "Thais."
While Miss Noblett was hitting high C and baring all,
the Bourbon street strippers had to be content to
wear their pasties and G—strings.
,Now. at last, we understand what an opera buff
is.—Nashville (Tenn.) Banner

Observations
An experiment in a cardiac intensive care unit at a
Yonkers, N.Y., hospital shows that music with a
rhythm that is regular, that is melodious and not
sad, promotes healing. Does that mean that
discordant. frenetic. unhappy popular tunes are
bad for the heart as well as the ears?—Columbia
(S.C.) Record.

Deaths reported are Jack Blaylock on May 26 and
Mrs Susie Burton, age 45, on May 27.
Dr James Hall will be one of 84 graduates
receiving the Doctor of Optometry degree June 7 at
Southern College of Optometry, Memphis, Tenn.
A spot check at noon today by the Ledger & Times
indicated that Calloway County voters are going to
the pdlls at' a brisk pace to cast their votes in the
Democratic primary election today despite steady
rainfall this morning.
"Dr No," a James Bond film adventure, is
showing at the Murray Drive-In Theatre.
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MONEY MATTERS

Government costs
called challenge
By CARL arrma
Copley News Service
"For the first time in a decade, there are indications of
a serious attempt to halt the
federal expenditures explosion," says W. Allen Wallis,
chairman, Tax Foundation,
Inc., a nonprofit organization
founded 36 years ago to engage in nonpartisan research
and public education on fiscal
and management aspects of
government.
The federal budget has
climbed to a projected $269
billion for fiscal 1974, or 130
per cent in 10 years.
It is only fair to point out to
the U.S. taxpayer now, however, that a worthwhile follow-through on new initiatives
to improve congressional ap-

Watergate row
stirs little light
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

WASHINGTON — The Watergate controversy, like its
• outdated counterpart issues,
is, unfortunately, creating
massive amounts of heat and
little light in the nations
capital.
While such politically diverse voices as Vice President Spiro Agnew and Sen.
Charles Oakley, local certnied Public Accountant,
William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
are appealing for a common
was elected to head the Murray Lions Club for the
sense understanding of the
next year. Other officers are Neal Brooks, Connie
problem, the Watergate inciFord, Robert Moyer, Vernon Anderson, Maurice
dent, with all its complex side
Ryan, J.I. Hosick, and John Parker.
effects, is developing as& topic of conversation that no one
Murray High School will meet Salem and St.
can avoid.
John's will play South Christian in the High School
Watergate jokes, from
Regional Baseball tournament to open-here today. e• crude one-liners to contrived
A total of 120,000 locust and pine seedlings were set
shaggy dog stories about what
life is really like in the White
in Calloway County by farmers this spring.
House, abound at parties, re. The Business and Professional Women's Club held
ceptions and luncheon conits annual Mother-Daughter banquet at the Murray
versations here.
- Woman's Club House. Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed
There are many examples
of how far the ridicule can go.
the book, "The Gown of Glory."
One local off-campus newspaper is circulating a poll
where readers, for a contributory fee of $5, are asked to go
through a list of names menWhile the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, tioned in the Watergate invesand cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day tigation and determine who
will go to prison and for how
and night shall not cease.—Genesis 8:22.
long. The winner receives all
The reliability of God gives our life a solid foun- the money with an unspecified
dation,
rake-off by the publisher to
aid a "defense fund" for political prisoners.
Proxmire's recent defense
of President Nixon is one indication of bow far the personal
By earl Riblet Jr.
commentary' has gone on
Capitol Hill. Proxmire, under
, I like the word "spouse" because it can be applied
indiscriminately to either sex; and it is easily any standard no•friend of, the
White House, conceded that
defined: a female spouse being something that men the individual small talk
should pamper and plepe,- and a male ,spouse about WatergAte'had becoMe
something that wo n should accept with aiiigh—a so out of . bounds that the _
• tegrity of the exectitiTe
sigh ol* ilesignation. •
--brancitk-wao. heopardy„—
sitilthiaits as -to-- matry--One-hostew at w-dinner
a wife only to have children."
party- celebrating her husband's 50th birthday'wasnear
—Martin Luther, 1569

Isn't It The Truth!

propna bon procedures and
slice less essential spending
appears diminished as a result of Watergate.
Wallis notes that the expenditure trend in Washington,
D.C., in recent years "has
been accompanied by a surge
of new or increased taxes at
the state-local level and an
expected rise of federal debt
to more than half a trillion
dollars."
It is the foundation's view
that stemming government
growth at all levels is the
challenge of the 1970s.
Looking back through the
1950s, 1960s and early 1970s, it
is seen that combined state
and local taxes as a percentage of net national product
declined only once. That was
in calendar 1951.

tears when the thing was over
because she said all her
guests would talk about was
Watergate.
As the frustrated hostess
candidly saw the situation:
"It is an important thing,
but I can't see two mature
men almost coming to blows
over it."
Another wildcat publication
is asking its readers to select
a "dream" ticket of presidents and vice presidents for
1976 with the contributor ( this
time for $1) receiving all the
money after the Republican
and Democrat conventions of
that year.
One story, which is difficult
to confirm concerned the wife
of a Republican agency appointee who was thinking of
taking her children out of a
private school they were attending with the son of a
White House aide who has
been mentioned in the published speculation about guilt
in the Watergate incident.
The reasoning, according to
one source, was to "avoid embarrassment to her family."
Another example of how far
the kook element has gone in
the Watergate situation surfaced two *eeits ago when
management of the massive
apartment and office building
complex placed an advertisement on the financial pages of
a local newspaper seeking an
executive to run its leasing
operation.
The Watugate reported a
flood of inquiries on its main
switchboard and through general mail with most, again,
seekingto create a particular
IA* of joke about the whole
affair.
.
The job eventuilly was
filled, the building's manager
said, by seeking applications
through a private employment counseling firm.

On the other hand, the federal government recorded
seven years in which the uptrend was broken, only to be
resumed.
Examining federal outlays
agency by agency, here and
there a downturn in the 197073 period shows up. Funds appropriated to the President
have eased steadily.
Also down are funds for the
Interior Department, Postal
Service, General Services Administration,and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Dating from 1959 to 1973, the
largest markups in expenditures budgeted were for the
Health, Education and Welfare Department, NASA. Labor Department and Transportation Department, on
percentage bases. HEW
climbed twenty-five fold.
On the basis of comparisons
with other countries, Tax
Foundation finds that U.S.
taxation is not so bad as might
be expected.
In 1969, the most recent
year for which full figures selected were available from
countries around the world,
Sweden, Norway, The Netherlands, France and the United
Kingdom collected the most
tax revenues in relation to
gross national product.
Total taxes amounted to
41.4 per cent, 39.8 per cent, 38
per cent,37.3 per cent and 37.1
per cent respectively.
In comparison, the U.S. tax
as a percentage of GNP came
to 30.2 per cent. Direct taxes
comprised 15.1 per cent, indirect taxes 9.3 per cent, and
Social Security treated separately 5.8 per cent.
Countries with relatively
low taxes — under 19 per cent
of GNP — included the Philippines, the Union of South Africa, Taiwan, Colombia, Jamaica and Korea.
The highest direct taxes are
exacted by Sweden; the highest indirectly, by Ireland.

rog Info
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The popularity of organic
foods has stirred up a hornet's
nest of controversy.
Nowhere are the battle lines
more firmly drawn than those
which separate the proponents of organic farming and
those of modern commercial
farming techniques.
''The claims of organic
growers are well taken in
many respects," August E.
Kehr, chief of the Vegetables
and Ornamentals Research
Branch of the Department of
Agriculture. "Problems arise
when claims are made which
are without adequate basis.
There are those who believe
the thesis that anything that is
not natural is automatically
harmful, forgetting meanwhile that such a large portion
of our everyday environment
falls into the category of 'nonnatural.'
"We should carefully consider the pros and cons of organic farming," said Kehr.
"When this is clone one realizes the advantages of the
claims made by dedicated organic gardeners. But one also
realizes there are serious
limitations to 'purely natural'
methods."
Kehr cited Afghanistan as
an example of organic farming on a large scale. There
fertilizers are essentially all
natural, insect control is also
done by nature and 96 per cent
of the country's population is
involved in agriculture.
"This leaves only four per
cent to carry on the other activities in the arts, sciences
and other things which the average American takes for
granted," Kehr said. "Even
in Russia where an estimated
50 per cent of the population is
needed to produce food, there
is tittle concern about organic
fanning and natural food.
"It is not happenstance that
the UR is spending millions
of rubles in a crash program
to build factories to make
chemical fertilizers."
Kehr pointed out that in the
United States six per cent of
the population produces sufficient food and fiber for the
other 94 per cent, plus significant quantities left over for
friendly countries.
"Also in America," Kehr
said, "there are many who
are making millions of dollars
selling health foods, books,
pamphlets to the improperly
informed American citizen."
According to Kehr, agriculture technology has allowed
man to overcome the harsh
terms that nature can exact
and prevent their reoccurrence,
"The terrible calamity
caused by the Irish Potato
Famine in 1845-46 and the
corn blight in the United
States in 1970 should teach us
-the flood/Or protective chemicals unless we are willing to
pay the price that nature can
exact under totally natural
means," Kehr said.
Kehr noted that it would be
impossible to feed the nation
through organic farming
methods alone.
The problems of handling
and storing organic materials, because of their bulk and
other physical properties
would render this method uneconomical.
"We are currently developing nonchemical or biological
controls of insects, diseases,
and other pests," he said.
"This is being done by breed-
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accord with organic farming
methods of pest control."
Organic proponents would
laud these projects but as one
organic farmer points out it
may be too little too late. "The
damage may be irreparable,"
he said.

ing plant varieties that have
genetic resistance to pests; by
developing insect and weed
predators and pathogens; by
developing techniques to
sterilize male insects; and by
using natural hormones to attract and destroy insect pests.
"You will no doubt agree
that these methods are in full

Next: A question of ecology.
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Honolulu airport
system clicks
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
The international airport at
Honolulu deserves an A plus
for the efficiency with which it
handles passengers from New
Zealand and Australia en
route to the states.
Passengers are offloaded
from the plane, transported
by bus to the passport checking point, and taken back by
bus to the plane in about a half
hour. And no one gets misciir-cted.
From now until Dec. 15,
rates at Puerto Rican hotels
and guest houses are low. In
San Juan, for example, you
can get a room for $70 a person (double occupancy) or
$105 single for a week, including breakfasts. ...
For vacationers who may
like to fly to Europe and drive
around the heart of the cont.-.
nent, Swissair has developed
a Progikam.
It's called "Take A Break."
It's priced from $400 to $531
for 14 to 21-day tours and includes round-trip economyclass air travel from New
York, Boston or Chicago, a
self-drive car with unlimited
mileage, up to two nights in a
first-class hotel, and the remaining nights in a countrystyle pension. Rail tickets
may be substituted for the
car....
Mexico has streamlined issuance of tourist cards. The
tourist makes out the card
himself, thus eliminating the
separate application form.
The office issuing the card
just checks the citizenship

identification. Tourist cards
may be obtained at offices of
the Mexican National Tourist
Council, the Mexican Tourist
Department, a Mexican consulate, airlines servicing
Mexico, and at official border
crossing points. ...
British Overseas Airways
Corp. offers travelers who
stay in Britain from 22 to 45
days a fare of $255 from New
York.
It also has a multicity trip
for first-time travelers to Eu.ope. For $413, you can combine London with a choice of
major continental cities. The
excursion includes theater
tickets and parties, accommodations, breakfasts, and
air travel between New York
and London and within Europe. ...
Scuba diving may be
learned at St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands,or on Cozumel Island,
near Yucatan in Mexico.
Eastern Air Lines offers a
package which includes lodging, two meals a day, instruction, equipment, hotel transfers and tips. The cost $350 for
10 days at St. Thomas, and
$535 for 11 days at Cozumel.
Air fare is extra. ...
In Le Mans, France, they're
getting ready for the 24-hour
auto race June 9-10. Special
trains will leave Paris June 9
in time for the afternoon start
of the famous race. ...
One-week cruises to Bermuda from New York are being started in June by the
Cunard Ambassador, Cunard
Line's newest clause ship.
Rates range from 9270 to $640
a person in the peak season.
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Murray Woman's Club Has Final
Meeting; Awards Are Received

More awards presented at K.F.W.C. convention: A report composed by Mrs. John Belt describing
the work done by the Garden and Home departments won 3rd place in the Shell Oil Environmental
Concern contest. An honor citation from S & H Green Stamps was awarded the Theta Department for
their unique methods of collecting the stamps for the purchase of a kidney machine. Shown, left to
right, are Mrs. Belt; Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, chairman of Home Department, Mrs. John Livesay,
chairman of Garden Department, and Mrs. James Martin, who was responsible for the Theta's
collection of Green Stamps for the Murray Woman's Club.

M.O.
K.F.W.C. Contest Winners from Murray Woman's Club are shown, left to right, Mrs.
Wrather, lat in crochet; Mrs. Bryan Tolley, 2nd in quilting; Mrs. Kenneth Winters, bit in weaving;
sculpMrs. Guy Cunningham, 1st in professional sewing. Not pictured are Mrs. Ray Sinclair, lit in
making; Mrs. Robert 0.
ture; Mrs. Donald Story, 3rd in knitting; Mrs. Burton Young, 2nd in rug
Cleburne Adams
Miller, tad in macrame, and Mrs. John Fortin, tat in creative writing. Mrs.
art.
adult
of
division
drawing
the
represented the club in

Students Give Program For The Hazel PTC
Walter Byars, president of the
Hazel Parent-Teacher Club,
conducted the final meeting of
the school year on Thursday,
May 17, at seven o'clock in the
evening following an executive
meeting at six-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Kaye Lowe's eighth
grade was in charge of the
devotional period. Cheryl
Holsapple read the Scripture
and Ken Roach led in prayer.
A record number of parents
met in the school gymnasium.
Children from grades one
through six presented a
program of gymnastics under
the direction of Roy Cothran.
The room count banner and
cash prize were awarded to
Mrs. Charlene Curd's sixth
grade for having the largest
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i.oercentage of parents in attendance.
Following the secretary's
reading of the minutes of the
the
meeting and
April
treasurer's report, special
recognition was given to those
parents whose youngest child is
graduating from the eighth
grade.
Mr. Byars reported that the
Hazel Men's basketball team
held an undefeated 10-0 record
for the season with the women
winning four out of ten.
Gifts were presented to Mrs.
Patsy Pittman, librarian, who
Mrs.
Is resigning, and
Louise Outland, fifth grade
teacher, who is retiring.
Hal Miller presented gift to
Mr. Byars in appreciation for
his work and leadership as PTC
president for 1972-73. Mr. Byars
thanked the group for the help
and cooperation given to him
during the year in all the
projects which were undertaken
and urged the same enthusiasm

to prevail as the new president
takes office.
The new slate of officers were
presented to the group and
installed for the next year. They
are Mrs. Pat Hutson, president;
Mrs. Marilyn Erwin, viceLanita
Mrs.
president;
Malcolm, secretary; Mrs. Ann
Barrow, treasurer.
Following the business
meeting refreshments were
served in the school cafeteria by
the first and second grade
mothers.

By Amite Height
Publicity Chairman
The final general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club for
the 1972-73 club year was held at
the club house on Monday, May
21, at six o'clock in the evening.
Preceding the dinner, at which
the Kappa and Home departments were hostesses, Mrs.
Harold Beaman led the pledge
to the flag and gave the invocation.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
president, welcomed those
present and introduced three
visitors from Calvert City :Mrs.
Malcohm Cross, newly elected
first vice president of K.F.W.C.; Mrs. Jack Elder:
president of the Calvert City
Woman's hub; and Mrs. Bill
Compton, secretary of the
Calvert City Woman's Cub.
The members present voted
to dispense with the reading of
the minutes, and Mrs. Sparkman stated that a detailed
financial statement for the club
year would be published in the
new club yearbook.
Representing the Murray
Woman's Club at the K.F.W.C.
state convention held recently
in Louisville were Mrs. Sparkman, Mrs. Dan Miller, Mrs.
John Belt, Mrs. A.C. LaFollette,
and Mrs. Guy Cunningham.
Mrs. Miller told the ladies
present of some interesting
details of the meeting, at which
Mayor Dolly McNutt of
Paducah was the main speaker.
The Murray club received 3rd
place in the Shell Oil Environmental Award contest and
two citations for community
projects. The Murray Woman's
Club scrapbook and the Indian
scrapbook received second
places in their respective
categories.
Mrs. Belt reported that she
had taken eight articles made
by Murray club members to be
entered in the arts and crafts
division and seven of these won
ribbons. Mrs. Guy Cunningham
won first in the adult sewing
division,and Mrs. John Fortin's
story received first place.
Mrs. John Belt introduced the
program for the evening, which
consisted of the 7th and 8th
grades chorus of the Murray
Middle School led by Mrs.
William Porter. The group
entertained the club members
with several numbers, including "Brotherhood of Man,"
"Let Us Sing," "This Land Is
Your Land," "Sound of Silence," "Goodkve to Love," and
"Sunrise, Sunset "
Mrs. Jack Bailey, recording
secretary, led the roll call for
manbers of each of the ten

Preceding the installation
ceremonies, Mrs. Hart gave an
interesting and humorous account of the earliest days of the
Murray Woman's Club, in
which she told of the building
and furnishing of the current
club house and the many
projects sponsored by the club
in their efforts to raise money.
The newly elected chairmen
of the ten departments of the
club were introduced by Mrs.
Hart: Alpha — Mrs. Raymond
Dixon, Creative Arts — Mrs.
Tess Hopson. Delta — Mrs.
Walter Baker, Garden — Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Home — Mrs.
A.C. LaFollette, Kappa — Mrs.
Dan Miller, Music — Mrs.
Charles Moffett, Sigma — Mrs.
James Frank, Theta — Mrs.
James Martin, and Zeta — Mrs.
Purdom Outland.
Mrs. Sparkman expressed
her pleasure in serving the club
members as their president
during the past year and
summarized the outstanding
projects sponsored by the club.
She reported that there was a
deficient of $500.00 on the debt
Incurred with the purchase of
the "Jaws of Life" power tool
and commended those who had
worked so diligently on this
main project. Mrs. Sparkman
challenged the members to use
their talents, abilities, and time
in projecting another successful
year for the Murray Woman's
Club.
Prior to closing the meeting
Mrs. Sparkman introduced the
newly appointed committee
chairmen: Publicity —Mrs. Joe
Prince, Finance — Mrs. Heron
West, assisted by Mrs. Donald
Jones, Auditor — Mrs. Gus
Robertson, Jr., Civic — Mrs.
M.D. Hassell, Legislative —
Mrs. J.I. Hosick, Pressbook —
Mrs. Haorold Beaman, Yearbook —Mrs. Donald Burchfield,
Mrs. John Bartholomv. Mrs.
Rex Galloway, Advisory
Mrs. Bethel
council —
Richardson, and Parliamentarian — Mrs. Harold Douglas.

Newly elected officers and departmental chairmen of the Murray Woman's Club for 1973-74 club
year. Back row left to right ) Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, chairman of Home Dept.; Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
chairman of Garden Dept.; Mrs. James Martin, chairman of Theta Qept.; Mrs. Dan Miller, chairman of Itappa Dept.; Mrs. Walter Baker, chiarman of Delta Dept.; MN.Purdom Outland, chairman
of
of Zeta Dept.; Mrs. James Frank, chairman of Sigma Dept.; Mrs. Charles Moffett, chairman
Music Dept. Front row left to right) Mrs. Jack Bailey — recording secretary, Mrs. John Belt — 2nd
vice president, Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman — president, Mrs. Arvin Crafton, corresponding secretary

Stork Shower Held At Poplar Spring For Mrs. Russell
Mrs. Darrell Russell was
honored recently with a stork
shower at the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.
A corsage consisting of baby
articles was presented to the
honoree from the hostessess.
The gift table was covered
with an imported pastel lace
cloth and centered with a lovely
arrangement of spring flowers.
Mrs. Hardy Outland arranged
the lovely centerpiece.
The refreshment table was

Wedding should be
what bride chooses
DEAR ABBY: Our 22-year-old college graduate daughter is being married soon, and I wonder how far to let her
go with the wedding arrangements.
She wants to get married in a public park. [How can
you ask people to stand in a park? What if it rains?1
She doesn't plan on having ushers or bridesmaids. She
says since there will be no aisle to walk down it would be
pointless. She wants a justice of the peace instead of a
minister. My husband's people are Catholic, and mine are
Episcopalians. Our daughter was brought up Episcopalian,
but she doesn't believe in anything. The young man she's
marrying is not committed to any religion either. Wouldn't
relatives who believe in something criticize us for having a
wedding without a minister?
We agreed to foot the bill for this wedding and don't
want to appear ridiculous, which we probably will if we go
along with what she wants. Or shouldn't we worry about
OLD SCHOOL MOTHER
what people will think?
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Vitamin
E-Oil
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SPECIAL OFFER
1 WEEK ONLY

4 oz. Size
Reg.$20 Value
NOW!$1.99 ea.
OR ANY OF THESE OTHER
FINE VITAMIN E COSMETICS.
1. 4 oz. V.E. Shampoo L
Scalp Conditioner 5000 I.0
2 4 oz. 'I.E. Moisturizing
Base Liquid Creme 1000 1.11,
3 4 oz. YE Sun Tan Lotion
Lemon Scented 5000 I.U.
4. 4 oz. Liquid Body& Face
Soap. It's Great. 40001.U.
5. 4 oz. Of Our Great V.E.
Oil. Good Results io.000l.U.
Special For Mail Order CusOnly $1.99 ea.
tomers.
Order $10.00 Worth And Get
Bonus Choice of Any One
Item FREE.
Mail Cash, Check or
N 0 No C.0.0 Add Tax
And 25c For Postage

LA/AR-SCOTT CO.
T905'12 Blackburn Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal. 90048
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Winning scrapbooks at K.F.W.C. state convention from the
Murray Woman's Club: 1972-73club pressbook,composed by Mrs.
Harold Beaman,left, and Indian Culture and Heritage scrapbook,
compiled by Mrs. Donald Jones. Both books received second
places in their dkision.s.

DEAR ABBY. Why would a man check up on his wile
to be sure he knows exactly where she is every minute? Do
you think he suspects that she's playing around? CURIOUS
DEAR CURIOUS: Not necessarily. Maybe be just
wants to know where SHE is while HE'S playing around.
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to that lady who
said, "A stiong wife and mother is the source of a strong
husband, children, and country."
I am a 14-year-old girl, and I take that to mean that if
a woman stays home and mops the floors and scrubs the
toilet bowls she is doing the most for her husband, children,
and country.
Sorry, but I don't agree with that at all. Some people
will say: "But what will happen to the children if the
mother works outside the home?"
Well, let me answer that. My mother works outside the
home. She doesn't have to because my father makes a good
living. She works because she wants to, and I'm not suffering because of it. She fixes a good breakfast in the morning
for us, and a good supper at night. She helps me with my
problems, and she still has time to go shopping with me on
Saturdays, and we have all day Sunday together.
I would like to get married and raise a family and
work outside my home, too. I do not plan on just staying
home and mopping floors and scrubbing toilet bowls.
Peace!
LITTLE LIBBER IN ARIZONA

• Mrs. J. B. Etrarkeen . . .
Them 193 1911 ee 193 41141
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HOT DOG BUN
It's almost six dozen years
since the elongated bun was
created for the hot Weiner or
frankfurter concessionaire at
the 1904 St. Louis Exposition. Its
popularity, increasing with
population, has kept bakers
baking billions of the "splits"
for fillings which includes "red
hots" and almost anything else
as well. Link sausages, chili,
kabobs, longish hamburgers
are hut a few such to be relished
with pickles, sauerkraut or
catsup, and zippy-drippy
mustard While the frank has
become leaner, with USDA's 3.0
per cent fat limitationahe hun
hasn't changed much. It's
enriched, of course, with
vitamins and iron to supplement the nutrients found in
bread The ingredients are still
flour, shortening, liquid, yeast,
and sugar for the yeast to grow
on, and-,-kJ_ induce that
provocative ."hot dog'' bun
aroma

Mrs. Frankie Matto:, Mrs. Tal
Fannin, Mrs. Hardy Outland
and Mrs. Danny Taylor.
Approxiamtely fifty persons
attended or sent gifts.

DEAR MOTHER: It's your daughter's wedding, and
she should have the kind a wedding she and her fiance
want. If it rains, those without umbrellas will get wet. If
relatives who "believe in something" criticize you for having a justice of the peace, tell them it was your daughter's
choice. fAt least she'll be legally wed, and lots of parents
would settle for that.) Paying for the wedding doesn't give
you the right to do it your way. And if you worry about
what people will think, you'll waste a lot of energy.

o

Methodist Circle
Has Regular Meet

covered with an imported white
linen cutwork cloth underlined
with a pink cloth. A stork
centerpiece with matching
plates and napkins were used.
Refreshments consisting of a
Blue Bootee Cake and nuts and
mints were served from silver
and crystal appointments.
Mrs. Frankie Mattox was in
charge of the two games with
Mrs. J. C.'Russell winning both
=
Prizes.
Hostesses for the event same

10,000-I.U. of Vitamin E
in a base of Organic
Wheat Germ Oil. Excellent as a Dietary Supplement or as a Beauty
Aid —Skin takes on a
New Tone after a few
Treatments.

HOSPITAL PATIENTS
Ronald Stephen Conner and
Valeria Lavell Conner, both of
302 South 12th Street, Murray,
were discharged May 22 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

01~

Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church Women met
Tuesday, May 15, at two o'clock
in the afternoon in the social
hall of the church.
Mrs. Connie Ford, chairman,
opened the meeting by reading
a prayer, "To Take Time," by
Peter Marshall.
The minutes and roll call
were by the secretary, Mrs.
Robert Smith, and the
treasurrer's report was by Mrs.
Carl Rowland.
Members reported on the sick
and shut-ins. Mrs. Ford
reported from the general
made anmeeting and
nouncements of interest to
Circle members.
Mrs. David Henry was
program leader using for her
topic, "A Look At Appalachian
Society." She closed with a
meditation, "My Work."
During the social hour
refreshments were served to
the ten members present by the
hostesses, Mrs. Connie Ford
and Mrs. OR. Geurirl- Mrs.
DavidHenry assisted in the
serving.

departments, with the Music
Department recognized as
having the most members
present.
Mrs. Bailey introduced Mrs.
George Hart, who officially
Installed the officers for the
1973-74 club year. The new officers are president — Mrs. J.
Matt Sparkman, 1st vice
president — Mrs. Sam Knight,
2nd vice president — Mrs. John
Belt, recordng secretary —
Mrs. Jack Bailey, corresponding secretary — Mrs. Arvin
Crafton, and treasurer — Mrs.
Thomas Brown.

Monday, May 28
Golf scramble will be held at
the Oaks Country Cub at ten
a.m. with a family potluck
supper at six p.m.

Tuesday, May 29
Primary Election Day in
Calloway County with the polls
being open from six a.m, to six
p.m.

Saturday, June 2
The Rangerettes of the WOW
The Charity Ball for the
will not meet tonight due to a benefit of Mental Health and
holiday, but will meet at six Mental Retardation will be held
a.m. on Tuesday, June 12, at the at Student Union Building,
Murray Municipal parking lot Murray State University, from
to go to Opryland for the day. nine p.m. to one a.m. For
tickets call 753-3085.
Murray Postofiice will observe Memorial Day Holiday
with no city or rural delivery.
Lobby will be open for box
holders and to deposit mail.

Tuesday, May 29
TOPS No, Ky. 34, Murray
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

The Hopkinsville Second
Baptist Church Youth Choir will
present a concert at the First
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m. The
public is invited.

DON'T STAB STEAK,
Turn steaks with tongs or
spatula rather than piercing
with a fork to avoid loss of those
delicious juices

CONFIDENTIAL TO "JUST CURIOUS IN DENVER":
I don't have any ghost writers. Sometimes I wish I did. so
I'd have somebody to blame besides myself when I goof.

PI

Problems? You'll feel better If yea get it off your chest
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Boa N.. 41MO, L. A.,
Call!. WHO. F.aeloae stamped. sell-addressed envelope.
please.
For Abby's new booldet, "What Tees-Agers Want to
Know." send III. Abby, Bon MIN. Los Angeles, Cal. NOW

Barbara Jewell
TAKING CARE OF
A IsOZEN ROSES
—."
There is no finer moment for
a unman than when she is pre.
maned a down roses from her
loved one. This is a tender ad
touching rriomem which afinuld
be preserved for the longest possible period of time. And, the
best way In enjry this floral
tributr to its utmost is by knowing how to pioperly retain these
roses in all their glowing radiance for the 'longest possible
time.
First, handle roses with care.
Be sure to amid handling the
Always pick up a ,use
gently by the stem. Secondly,
use a sharp knife to cut_all the ,•
stems the same length. Be certain to cut the stem at an angle.
Thisexposes ts ,greater surface
in order that the water can
readily enter the stem of the
rage._
Beautiful flowers are our sPeeialty. We treat etery- flower
with loving, tender care. You
cari always be aasured that our
flowers will he at their very
loveliest when you receive them.
The next time you want Bowers
_-lefrphoile its.

APPPI
12th at Poplar
753-6100

St.
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Evert Is
Only Hope
In France
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Sports Writer
PARIS( AP)— Each morning
when Chris Evert wakes up, she
looks out of her bedroom window right up at the Eiffel

Aaron Nearing Another
Record Besides Babe's
io
9

Childress And Resig
Place In State Meet

*wt.
,
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defeated the Pittsburgh Pirates Baltimore at Minnesota.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Lee May backed the five-hit
Associated Press Sports Writer 6-2; the Chicago Cubs blanked
Hank Aaron has been chasing the Cincinnati Reds 8-0; the Los pitching of Dave Roberts with a
Babe Ruth so long, some people Angeles Dodgers turned back home run, double, single and
forget that he's also chasing the New York Mets 2-1; the San three RBI, leading Houston
Francisco Giants checked the over Pittsburgh.
Stan Musial.
Ferguson Jenkins pitched a
While Ruth's home run mark Montreal Expos 6-9 and the
at 714 is prominent in most Philadelphia Phillies beat the three-hitter and Don Kessinger
people's minds, Aaron is also San Diego Padres in a knocked in three runs, leading
Chicago over Cincinnati in a
zeroing in on Stan The Man's doubleheader, 4-3 and 6-4.
In the American League, the game played in the rain
record of 1,377 extra-base hits.
perfect
pitched
The Atlanta slugger gained Texas Rangers defeated the Jenkins
ground on both with a home run New York Yankees 5-1 and the baseball through four innings,
Sunday in the Braves' 5-4 loss to Kansas City Royals trounced until a 50-minute rain delay.
the St. Louis Cardinals The the Boston Red Sox 13-3 in the Johnny Bench then broke up
blast gave him 686 career opener of a doubleheader before Jenkins' no-hit bid with a single
homers and 1,356 extra base losing the nightcap, 7-2. Four leading off the fifth after the
hits, incidentally tying him with AL games were postponed by teams resumed play.
Ron Bryant scattered eight
rain — Oakland at Detroit,
Ruth for second place.
Chicago, hits and drove in the first two
at
In the other National League Cleveland
games, the Houston Astros cllifornia at Milwaukee and runs with a single, pacing San
Francisco over Montreal.
Bryant blanked the Expos on
two hits through the first five
Innings before yielding a run in
the sixth. Clyde Mashore drove
runs with
He says he took a muscle re- in the Expos'final two
off the market.
laxant the day of the game, a pinch homer in the ninth.
"At one time," said Kenny
Joe Ferguson hit his 11th
plus pills for pain and three
Graham on Nov. 30, 1972,
bennies. The plaintiff gave his home run and second in as
"they were placed in our lockdeposition on Nov. 29, 1972. many days, and Don Sutton
Gillman disclaimed all scattered seven hits and drove
Graham also told of a periknowledge of the use of am- in a run with a sacrifice fly,
od when the athletes were
phetamines by the Chargers. leading Los Angeles over New
compelled to take a drug
Gillman, now general man- York. Philadelphia converted
known as Dianabol to
ager of the Houston Oilers, al- three San Diego errors into
weight and strength. He
en denied that he threatened three runs in the first inning and
Gillman instructed him,
fines if a player did not take went on to beat San Diego in the
"take your Dianabol so you
the anabolic steroid, Diana- opener of their doubleheader.
can become big and strong,
bol.
The Pinnies managed only four
and also take your salt."
"I am not a medical maq," hits in eight innings off San
Dianabol, said Graham,
he said. "Our medical staff
starter Bill Greif. Del
was not left to the athlete's
prescribes everything and Diego
judgment.
anything for our football Unser's bases-empty homer in
"We were fined if we didn't
team, and not being a doctor I the fifth inning gave Wayne
take them," said Graham.
don't know what is being pre- Twitchell a 4-1 lead and was the
"What was the amount of
scribed because I have com- eventual winning run.
Unser drove in four runs,
the fine?"
plete and full confidence in
"I don't know. Twenty
our staff's ability to execute three with a double in a five-run
powering
inning,
bucks, 10 bucks, or sometheir responsibilities and I fourth
don't know anything about Philadelphia to victory in the
what they took."
"Did you ever pay such a
second game.
finer
"No, because I always took

Two members of the Murray High track team were in
"But I don't think I'll be going
Lexington over the weekend to participate in the Kentucky
to the top," she said. "Tennis is
High School State Class A Meet.
the important thing right now."
Tony Childress, who won the pole vault title when he was a
The 18-year-old girl from Fort
freshman and a sophomore, brought back a second place
Lauderdale, Fla., now is the
finish.
only American hope left in the
Childress, a senior who cleared 12.0 to win the Regional a
women's singles of the French
week ago, went out at 11-6 in the state meet.
5.
4
Open Championships.
It was the first trip for high jumper Joe Resig who brought
Mrs. Nancy Gunter of San
back a third place finish with an effort of 5-10. Resig, a senior,
Angelo, Tex., and Pat Bostron
won the Regional a week ago with a clearance of 5-11.
5
of Seattle, Wash., the only other
twosome/k
American girls in contention,
L.
were beat on Sunday.
m11011.1111.111111.111111111•111.1.11 ONIN"lia
Miss Evert, playing in Paris
4
for the first time, is a star atSpeedway relax
Indianapolis
Spectators
at
HO.
HUM
--Garros
Roland
at
traction
for the 500-mile ride.
in
during
practice
quiet
period
Stadium.
By JACK MURPHY
If Chris wins the French title,
Copley News Service
she will be the youngest winner
since Christine Truman of
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Drug
Britain in 1959. Christine was 18
BASEBALL
use was widespread among
years four-months-about one
professional football teams as
month younger than Chris is
ST. LOUIS — Joe Pennons,
recently as 1969, according to
now.
who was obtained by the
sworn testimony in Superior
Chris faces Enata Tomsmova
Atlanta Braves in a deal with
Court here.
in
a
bid
today
of Czechoslovakia
By MIKE HARRIS
28th and went on to win the 1936 the Chicago Cubs on May 19,
Among teams alleged to
-to reach the quater-finals. Associated Press Sports Writer Indy. In Foyt's three Indy decided to retire again.
have used drugs, especially
So far, two Americans, Tom
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — For triumphs, he started no further
bennies or amphetamines, to
Gorman of Seattle, Wash., and A.J. Foyt Jr., a battle-scarred back than seventh.
improve the performance of
DIEGO
—
A
group
of
SAN
Paul Gerken of East Norwalk, veteran of auto racing, time
The leather-tough Foyt,
their players are the San Dibusinessmen
Conn., have reached the last 16. may be running out in his quest whose features are marred by Washington D. C.,
ego Chargers, Oakland RaidSan Diego
Stan Smith, the favorite from to become the first driver to win the evidence of numerous race has purchased the
ers, Kansas City Chiefs and
Pasadena, Calif., is paired the Indianapolis 500-mile race course wrecks and several Padre baseball team for record
Cincinnati Bengals.
San
Diego
$12
million
from
today against his old Davis Cup four times.
The depth and scope of drug
fires, made his reputation as a banker C. Arnholt Smith and
doubles partner, Erik Van
use in professional football
The 38-year-old Texan was on charger and time hasn't slowed will move the team to the
Dillen of San Mates, ('.alif.
his way to becoming a legend him down much.
was suggested in sworn decapital city for the 1974 season.
Another current Davis Cup in 1967 when he started fourth
positions filed in the lawsuit of
The only man to have won five
star, Harold Solomon of Silver and went on to win his third national
former Charger player Housdriving
chamGOLF
Spring, Md., has to play Arthur Indy race in a seven-year span. pionships, Foyt showed he still
ton Ridge against his former
ATLANTA — Jack Nicklaus
team manager, team doctor
Ashe of Richmond, Va.
But, even though he had at- is ready to race when he won the struggled to a one-over-par final
and others Ridge, who retained wealth and success in first half of the split Trenton 300 round 73 but held on to win the
cently settled his lawsuit and
racing, that fourth Indy crown championship race April 7. And, 1150,000 Atlanta Golf Classic
received $260,000 plus $35,000
has eluded him. And it is ap- even though polesitter Johnny over Tom Weiskopf by two
for
future disability, had
each
parently getting tougher
Rutherford, defending cham- strokes with a 272.
claimed that drug use on the
Graham also estimated that
year in the race of an onslaught pion Mark Donohue, 1968
football team led to an injury
more than half the Chargers
of fresh,young drivers.
champion Bobby Unser and
he received on the playing
took amphetamines, and,
Foyt was set to start today's Gary Bettenhausen, the man
, Japan — Ben Ards
field.
when traded, discovered they
57th Memorial Day classic at who led the 1972 race for 138 0171171;hilippines shot a final
The depositions, from
also were popular among the
Murray State track stars
Motor laps, were today's favorites, round 70 for an eight-under-par
The two Murray State stars
Indianapolis
the
Charger insiders Ridge, Paul Cincinnati Bengals. Of the
Fred Sowerby and Sam Torres will close their competition a
Speedway in 23rd position on the Foyt wasn't being counted out. ISO total and won the $57,692
Lowe, Dave Grayson, Harry
Bengal., on speed, he said:
The women of the Murray 33-car starting grid, his worst
continued their success Friday week from this weekend when
The spectacular and colorful
Johnston and others, indiChampionship.
"My guess would be seven,
Country Club will have their start in 16 years of Indy racing. show was scheduled to begin at Dunlop Golf
at Knoxville, Tennessee in an they compete in the NCAA Meet
cates that drug use had be- eight, nine, maybe 10, that I
regular ladies day golf on
all-corners track meet.
To make matters worse, noon EDT, with all of the
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
come a way of life in the Na- knew of personally."
TENNIS
Wednesday , May 30, with Alice history is against his success, Speedway's 235,000 seats sold
Sowerby,the winner of the 440
Football
League.
tional
PARIS, France —Mom
Drugs became a major isPurdom as hostess.
yard dash in the OVC Chamsince no winning driver has and another 100,000 infield
"Before a game," recalled sue in this legal action beLacrosse Champions
Play will begin at nine a.m. charged from further back than spectators expected to., be on Gorman of Seattle bent
pionships a week ago at
two.
I
would
take
Lowe,
-I
Zealand's
Onny
Parun
cause
Ridge
contends
they
Any member not listed in the 19th since Louise Meyer started hand.
would take one before I go on contributed to his injury on
Morehead, was the winner at
CORTLAND, N.Y.AP—
6-3 and moved into the
lineups is urged to come out and
I
would
At
halftime.
the
field.
Knoxville, Friday.
Bruce Casagrande scored four
French
Oct.
11,
1989,
in
a
$135,000
gamej)eof
the
finals
be paired at the tee.
take a couple."
Sowerby took the event in a goals and teammate Jud Smith
tween San Diego and Miami.
Tennis Championships.
The lineups are as follows:
Asked about his source,
46.8 and returned to take third chipped in with three more as
Reba Overby,Frances Miller,
Lowe responded: "I would
in the 220 yard dash with a 21.6. Cortland State captured the
AUTO RACING
Lou Doran, and Eleanor
ask (James) Van Deusen ( the
Hare feat
Torres, who finished second
Intercollegiate Lacrosse
—
Buddy
CHARLOTTE,
N.
C.
— in the two mile and third in the U.S.
Charger trainer ). He would
CHICAGO
IUPII
Diuguid.
championship
Association
Dodge,
Baker,
driving
his
National Football League title three mile at the OVC, logged a
always let me have some
Margaret Shuffett, Jerelene
victory over
134
a
with
Sunday
racing's
captured stock car
play has been going on since
Sid Gillman, former head
Sullivan, Betty Jo Purdoen, and
College of
1933, yet there has only been 14:02.5 for third place at Washington
600,
for
longest
the
World
event,
manager
of
general
and
coach
Carol Hibbard.
one touchdown scored on a Knoxville.
Chestertown, Md.
the second straight year.
the Chargers, is portrayed in
Miller,
Peggy
Patsy
Both runners will be in
punt return in all that time.
Cortland State, which finished
the depositions as a man who
Billington, Nancy Fandrich,
Charlie Trippi of the 1947 Wichita, Kansas for the United the season with a 13-2-0 record,
By
MIKE
HARRIS
.
of
drugs
the
use
encouraged
Cardinals
ran
a
punt
schicafo
and Jackie Ranson.
By BOB GREEN
States
Track and Field won the championship in Coach
Associated Press Sports Writer
and supervised their distribu- 'beck 5 yards for a score that
,Venela Sexton, Evelyn Jones,
Associated Press Golf Writer
Federation Meet which will be Chuck Winters' first year at the
INDIANAPOLIS
(
AP
)
—
Germany
—
tion.
Philadelphia
defeat
the
ADENAU,
helped
Frances Hulse, and Betty
held Friday and Saturday.
helm.
Eagles, 28-21.
Rain delayed the start of the
Ron Mix, now the Chargers'
ATLANTA ( AP) — "My only Belgian Jackie Ickx and Brian
1-nwrY.
counsel, tells of a
executive
57th
Indianapolis
500-mile
race
drove
a
Redmond
of
Britain
objective,"
Jack
Nicklaus
said,
Sue Morris, Topple Thomas,
Record slugger
ballplayer "who carried logic
today with more than 300,000 "was to win the golf tour- Ferrari 321P, to victory in the
Sue Brown, and Betty Hinton.
DETROIT (UPI) — The
* VOTE FOR *
at
the
Inpersons
on
hand
gruelling 1,000 Kilometer-621 to the extreme and felt that if
nament."
late Rudy °dr owns one of the
Slushmeyer,
Elizabeth
dianapolis
Motor
Speedway.
mile-race
Nuerbergring,
at
the
would
be
good
for
He
did,
one
benny
making
the
$150,000
few
home
run
records
not
held
Euldene Robinson, Sadie West,
The race was scheduled to Atlanta Ge.lf Calssic his fourth the seventh leg of the World him, maybe 10 would be betby the immortal Babe Ruth.
and Chris Graham.
ter.
)ork, a first baseman with the
Betty Stewart, Cathryn begin at 11 a.m., EST, but it title of the year and regaining Manufacturers Championship
Tigers, smashed 18 home runs
"I don't know the exact
Garrott, Euva Mitchell, and began drizzling about an hour his customary spot atop the series.
for
in August, 1937, a total for one
numbers, but the result was
earlier
as
the
cars
were
being
money
winning
list.
Rowena Cullom.
month that has yet to be tophe was in some form of diswheeled
into
starting
position.
TRACK
AND
FIELD
Nicklaus, who won the
Beverly Spann, Bobbie
ped. York teamed up with Hall
In the
The rain let up at about Tournament of Champions five
LOS ANGELES — Emiel comfort after the game."
of Earner Hank Greenberg to
Garrison, and Irene Chitwood.
declined
on
Dec.
4,
1972,
Mix
10:30,
but
began
again
30
minPuttemans
of
Belgium
ran
the
give
the
Tigers
one
of
the
feared
weeks ago in his last previous
.Rebecca Irian, Anna Mary
to identify the athlete in his
utes later.
one-two home home run
start, virtually won this one on fastest two-mile in the world deposition, but said Gillman
Adams, and Norma Frank.
No. 3 on the Ballot
punches of their era.
Chief
Steward
Harlan
Fensthis
year
and
Rick
Wohluter
set
of
67,
86
three
rounds
his
first
Betty
Hunter,
Inus
Orr,
Ruth
:
Paid Pol. Ad., Paid for by Harry Brown
such
reduce
steps
to
took
ter ordered the cars rolled off and 66. In Sunday's final effort a work record in th.hall-mile at
,fflson, and Jean Wilson.
abuses.
'• Marilyn Adkins, Annie the track and back into the pits over the 6,883-yard Atlanta the Voris Track Classic. Put"Shortly thereafter Sid Gillafter
the
first
rain
stopped.
Country 'Club course, he could terrums ran the two-mile in 8:26 man made an announcement
Knight, Nancy Hutson, and
He then sent the Speedway's do no better than a one-over par and Wohluter set the record in to the team that some players
Judy Muehlman.
'Juliet Wallis, Nell Roach, and fire and maintenance equip- 73 for a 272 total, a very the half-mile by running it in were taking more than usument onto the
asphalt respectable 16-under-par.
1:44.6.
al," said Mix, "and might
May Watson.
oval
to
help
with
the
drying
possibly be taking an unsafe
, Jennie Hutson, Frances
Tom Weiskopf was the only
BASKETBALL
amount. I believe he said in
Parker, Marge Kipp, and process by circling the track at
one in the field able to keep
highway speeds.
LIMA, Peru — The Soviet the future the trainer would
Nancy Haverstock.
close to Nicklaus during the Union defeated Cuba 84-51 and give a maximum of two to any
first three rounds. And it was assured itself of the men's player who desired them."
Bets are up
•
pressure championship in the first world
This was confirmed in the
SANTA FE, N.M.(UPII — Weiskopf who put the
basketball festival.
June 18, 1971, deposition of Dr.
During the 1972 four-month on over the finishing holes.
racing season, the average
E. Paul Woodward, the
The Odrinex Plan can help you
Weiskopf finished with a 69
person who visited Santa Fe for 274, a score good enough to
Chargers' team physician
4.-come the slim trim person that you
HORSE RACING
ipould like to be Odrinex has been used
hnwns placed daily bets of
INGLEWOOD, Calif. — Life since 1966. Woodward said he
)ticcessfully by thousands all over the
$T3.14. The previous year fora win any previbus Atlanta Cycle,.$9.20, copped the richest authorized the use of the amtnuntry for 14 yeas Get rid of excess
Classic.
corresponding period of time
Sunday horse race ever run in phetamine known as DesbuPH and live longer
bets averaged $46.61 per
_
Here are the top final scores America,
°drones is a tiny tablet and easily
the
$125,000 ta I.
person.
dangerous
drugs
4wallowed Contains n)
and money winnings;
one
we
the
had
de"That's
Hollywood Invitational at
Time is drawing near for you folks of this fine city and county to elect
Po starving No. special exercises
a
Jack Nicklaus 87-66-66-73-272 Hollywood Park.
rided we would use," said the
Hard) fishermen
Odrinex Plan costs 13 25 and the large
man for this important office.
physician.
JEFFERSON CITY. 'Mo. $30,000
;economy_ sire 15 25
Woodward recalled that
You "must lose ugly fat Of your (UPI I — The Missouri
Tom Weiskopf 70-67-68-69-274
NEW YORK -- Windy's
psoney will be refunded No questions Conservation
Commission $17,000.
when he joined the team in
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE ,
Daughter, $6,80, held on to win
:asked Accept no substitutes Sold with counted more than 6,000
Al Geiberger 70-69-68-72-279 the $88,275 Mother Goose Stakes 1966, he was told of a problem
iihis guarantee by
Fishermen who endured tem- $10,650.
with amphetamine drugs.
I think for the past 25 years, I have proven myself worthy of this office.
by a nose at Belmont Park.
peratures in the low 408 and
He further was informed
J.C. Snead
7349-70-68-280
I am fully aware it takes a man who is HONEST. TRUSTWORTHY
rain to open the state's trout
had
been
and
policy
estabthe
$7,060.
season in 1973.
CHICAGO — King's Reel, lished that a known amphetaSINCERE, with NERVE AND COURAGE, and above all some GOOD
Central Shopping center
Hubert Green 68-71-69-73-281 $31,00, charged from far back
OLD COMMON HORSE SENSE,
mine would be available only
$5,775.
and took the $38,450 Round
those who requested this
Doug Sanders 72-73-68-68-281 Table Handicap by two lengths for
medication, and that its use
PLEASE VOTE FOR
$5,775.
at Arlington Park.
would be discouraged wherever possible.
Gay Brewer
70-73-65-74-282
INGLEWOOD, Calif. — Card
"Mr. Van Deusen was in$4,425.
(Tom)
Table, $13.00, ran to an easy structed that he might give
JohruAy Miller 70-7.1-70-71-282 victory in the $43,950 Princess' Desbutal to those who re
for City Council Ward B
$4,425.
Stakes for 3 year-old flips**. eptested, ,this$". said Wood'Lee Elder
70-73-70-69-282 Hollywood Park.
-ward. It was nottewhat comii-Wlimer if yW• Jimte No. I oh-the ballot for the No. I
matt;
9 on the' Ballot
$4,425.
mon knowledge that this drug
''•
MANIC'S IN ADV./Mt:TIM YOUR gili+ORT &
legendary pathfinder Kit
VOTE.
Lou Graham • 73-66-73-71-283
was being used throughout
YOUF Vti
-le Will Be Appreciated
Carson establiti6sd Ft. Nichols professional sports."
a
•
$3,600,
— 'Pot ad paid for by Hafford James, 222 So. 12th,
in the Oklahoma Panhatidle in
Pnt_ ad pats for taw -Hugh (Themes Pushing 1404 Henry 5t,
De.sbutal is such a powerful
Pat
Fitzsimons
70-71-72-70-283
Murray.
Murray, K y
1865 to protect the Santa 1,
has
since
been
it
ordered
rirug
$3,600
Trail.
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Fourth Crown Is
Tough For Foyt

Murray Country
Club Women To
Play Wednesday

Sports In
Brief

Pill popping in pro football

Sowerby AnO Torres Run
In Meet At Knoxville

Rain Delays Nicklaus
The Start Takes
Of Indy 500 Classic

HARRY BROWN
MAGISTRATE
4th District

No. 1

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK

HUGH THOMAS RUSHING

No. 1

on

Ballot

Man

Folks, Let's Go Forward With

HAFFORD JAMES for SHERIFF
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YOU CAN ALMOST
in for a called strike th
Saturday as the Greyho

Methodi
Eme

By DARRELL CHRI
Associated Press V
INDIANAPOLIS(AP
pin.,just after lunch, tl
rang in one of the man.
In Methodist Hospital
"I have 50 people
emergency in the em
room. Report to yo
station," the caller in!
In about an hour, the
had been rushed thrc
emergency room, di
tagged and either relt
transported by wheel'
cart to x-ray, outpatien
surgery.
Employes other ths
involved with patient c
tele
stationed
at
elevators
ser
center O
theth
r: Whi
alwi
messengers carryin
information on et
patients.
If it had been the rt
the hospital was pre'
stop regular admissi
transform its board rl
an instant press cent
are teleph
p
type
letewvrii
typewriters.
But it was a drill,
extra steps taken by
largest private hot
prepare for a possible
at the annual Indiana'
mile race classic.
Methodist is the
hospital of the Inc
Motor Speedway, a pl
drivers don't like to thi
Anybody needing ti
that can't be provide
smaller track facility
sferred to Methodist a
miles away. A staff c
tors, nurses, nursing i
and secretaries mai
emergency room toda
"There is nothi
ticularly different a
operation on race cis
there's a major crash
several people inju
needing immediate cs
Robert H. Suckow,
public relations ciirecl
"On 500 day, severs
administration sticl
Indianapolis just in
there's nothing offi
requires us to. We
when you have 300,000
one spot the anticips
day crowd, there's
chance something
might happen.
The disaster drills,
the military's general
are held twice a year
late spring arid ear
without advance not

"We always hold or
mainly just to brush u
month." Suckow sai
"We do try to m
realistic as possi
switchboard opens
example, might sa
crashed into the star
speedway and we'v
people here in emeri
The drill victims
students or volunteer
One employe, whot.
station is the White Cr
where she notifies
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Joe Pepitone
er
-Hitt
Darnall Throws No
Is Going To'-'1‘
To Give Reidland Crown Quit Again

sir

•
i1t'.

By Paul LeBar
All of those came in one game of ham, Alabama, in the Thomas Highlands in their first
By MIKE BRANDON
the District when Reidland final inning, 3-2 to Huffman round game at the State Associated Press Sports Writer
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
High School. The other loss Tournament in Lexington.
It was a storybook ending whipped Tilghman 12-4
LOUIS ( API—Joe
ST.
The Greyhounds have played
Darnall is now 12-2 for the came at the hands of
Saturday for the Reidland
Pepitone remained a baseball
that same Highlands team in tempest today amid efforts by
Greyhounds and senior south- season. One of those losses Madisonville, 6-1.
Reidland is now 24-10 for the Panama City, Florida and took
paw Steve Darnall played the came on the trip to the South
the Atlanta Braves to talk him
where Darnall lost in Birming- season and will meet Fort a 5-4 win.
role of Cinderella.
out of a second voluntary
Playing in their first Regional
4.411,„
retirement.
w
Tournament, the Greyhounds
player,
The 32-year-old
took the championship and
'A Nor
traded May 19, by the Chicago
advanced to state by edging
4ph
Cubs to the Braves, announced
Mayfield 3-0 behind the no-hit
Saturday night plans to quit and
pitching of Darnall.
possibly go to Japan.
Darnall had pitched in the
But Braves Vice President
opening round Thursday wnen
4
Eddie Robinson, after conhis team took a 3-0 win over
ferring with Pepitone, noted
Lyon County. In that apSunday: "We. hope nothing's
pearance, the hard throwing
definite yet."
YOU CAN ALMOST SEE IT CURVING "—Mike Roberts of Mayfield watches this curve ball come Darnall experienced control
"Sometimes after thinking
in for a called strike three. Reidland pitcher Steve Darnall fanned 13 men in pitching his no-hitter problems as he walked seven
these things over a couple of
batters.
Saturday as the Greyhounds won the Regional by defeating Mayfield 3-0.
days a man can think difBut Saturday, Darnall was
;Staff Photos by Mike Brandonp
ferently," said Robinson, who
near perfection. Darnall walked
added, "We're going to try to
only two batters and 13 men
change his mind."
went down on strikes as his
The decision to quit was the
sharp-breaking curve kept the
temperamental Pepitone's
Mayfield hitters off stride.
second in 13 months.
"My curve ball was breaking
On baseball's retired list
a lot better than it did Thursday
from May 1 to June 30, in 1972,
against Lyon County," Darnall
he returned to hit .262 in 68
said after the game.
games for the Cubs.
ses
"I got a little tired in the last
This year he hit. 267 for the
By DARRELL CHRISTIAN
4
said the word is passed by put into effect twice on race day couple of innings but I knew that
Cubs with three home runs and
Associated Press Writer
telephone to keep from alar- in the last 13 years — in 1980 I had a no-hitter going and that
18 runs batted in but was traded
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — At 1 ming visitors or other patients when a home-made grandstand gave me a little extra stamina,"
REIDLAND COACH Tom Baker (center) puts his arms around two of his stars following the to the Braves for minor league
collapsed and two years ago Darnall added.
p.m.,just after lunch, the phone In the hospital.
Grey hounds Regional win. On the left is Steve Darnall who threw a no-hitter and batterymate Gary infielder Andy Thornton and
rang in one of the many offices
The corridors are lined with when the pace car rammed a
Darnall got all of the offense (Allan is on the right.
cash.
in Methodist Hospital here.
people in wheelchairs, she photographers stand in the pits he needed in the first inning.
-I hate the Cubs for traciine:
"I have 50 people on an added,"and they're supposed to at the start of the race.
Leadoff hitter Brad Edwards
me like they did," Pepitonic
There was one slight in- set the crowd of 300 Reidland
emergency in the emergency look dreadfully somber. Some
snapped in announcing his plans'!'
room. Report to your drill really ham it up. Others spend novation, although not by the fans in an uproar when he
to retire. -If they had done it
any
handle
to
station," the caller instructed. all their time laughing about hospital,
bunted the first pitch of the
last year when I quit I could
emergency today, and that was game between home and third
In about an hour, the vittirns it."
understand it.
had been rushed through the
What constitutes a disaster on the helicopter used to fly the for an infield hit.
"But they didn't, and while
to
track
the
from
injured
emergency room, diagnosed, depends
on circumstances,
The next batter, Gary Beal,
they did it this year I hate them
relationtagged and either released or such as the emergency room Methodist. The door was forced Edwards at second and
strained
sometimes
the
sign
SAN DIEGO (AP)—"When asked why he would
for it and will always hate
transported by wheelchair or patient load that day and the revamped to open wider. Beal was then forced out at the fans hear about this, we letter of intent when four ship with his players.
.
because
being
Suckow
explained,
those
cart to x-ray, outpatient care or extent of injuries to
"If we're going, I hope I go," them."
second when Mike Sowash won't be playing in front of months remain in the 1973
Pepitone, citing "too many
surgery.
Zimmer
said.
admitted. It can be as few as 10 there were difficulties the past reached on a fielder's choice. nobody." said Nate Colbert.
season.
things presenting problems,"
club
the
Employes other thah- those persons being admitted at once. two years in getting a stretcher
Bavasi,
Buzzie
The slugging San Diego first
Darnall stepped to the plate
"The opportunity came along
told Braves Manager Eddie •
Involved with patient care were
The disaster plan has been in and out.
and smashed a 1-0 pitch that baseman's remakr reflected the now," he replied. "The people president who served a long Mathews of his decision prior to
telephones,
at
stationed
and
plugged the gap in leftcenter to surprise
disap- in Washington need time to get tenure with the Los Angeles a game Saturday night against
Dodgers before joining the San
elevators and the White Cross
drive in the first run of the pointment of his teammates their deal together."
the St. Louis Cardinals.
center. Others served as
game.
Padre officials blamed Diego team, said he has not
that Padre owner C. Arnholt
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By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
HONG KONG - There is
something stirring in the upper levels of leadership in the
People's Republic of China;
changes may be in the offing.
First rumblings of an imminent overhaul at the top in Peking were noted during discussions with officials and
diplomats during my recent
visit to China.
The pieces of the puzzle are
beginning to fall together after careful analysis by the
China-watching community of
experts here in this British
Crown Colony.
Premier thou En-lai himself has acknowledged that
"intelligence on China is best
in Hong Kong," with Tokyo
second and Moscow a "poor

(hou

still figures prominently in the leadership pic-

ture and it is believed that in
addition to his day-to-day responsibility for running the
country, he is carefully selecting his own menu)fill key
posts just out of the limelight.
The leadership limelight in
China consists of the Communist Party Politburo.
A string of purges that
started before the cultural
revolution, illnesses and
deaths have reduced the
Politburo roster to 13 full
members and three alternates.
Only a few years ago the
Politburo had 21 full members
and four alternates.
Further reducing the effective size of the highest policymaking body is the fact that at
least seven of the 13 full members are either too old to function effectively or are suffering from illnesses.
Chairman Mao Tse-tung, 79,

* No. 1 on the Ballot *
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means you might have a rec vehicle you want
to replace di- you're planning to buy one. Like a
camper. Boat and trailer. Or some other expensive recreational equipment.
And that tells us you have a 'car. You've been
making regular payments: You're a'person of
your word.
Beautiful! we want to finance anything you
can hitch your car to. Phone us and apply. You'll
like our people-to-people service, where vciu're
always Number One.
It

Loans and financing in any amount up to

still calls the shots on broad
policy questions, but these are
implemented by Chou and his
coterie.
Mao spends most of his time
in his book-lined study, pondering theoretical and ideological questions - and
resting.
After Mao and Chou, the
third-ranked member of the
Politburo is Kang Sheng, who
is sidelined by illness. Tung
Pi-wu at 84, Chu Teti at 90 and
Liu Po-cheng, late 70s, are
seldom mentioned except in
ceremoniel roles.
Next in line in the rankings
is Chiang Ching, or Madame
Mao_ The popular adage that
most of the cultural revolution
policy originated as pillow
talk in the Mao household
may have been partly true.
There are indications that
while Chou En-lai has Mao's
full confidence, Chou is at
odds with Madame Mao, who
is characterized as being a
leftist within the ruling group.
The Chou-Madame Mao conflict is more of a palace rivalry than a bitter feud, according to analysts here.
Eighth-ranked in the Politburo is Yeh Chien-ying, who
nominally heads the military.
But he is in his 7(M and has
been relatively inactive, possibly due to health problems.
Next in line are up-andcorners Chang Chun-chiao
and Yao Wen-yuan. It could
very well be that these two
will be the household names
known to the West in the late
1970s as Mao and Chou have
been for decades.
Chang is very active as first
party secretary of Shanghai
-leading production area for
China - and also is the political commissar of the Nanking Military Region key
army unit in the entire
scheme of things. Chang is in
his 50s.
Yao, youngest among the
Politburo members at about
43, is No. 2 man in Shanghai
and works closely with Chang.
Yao's other gilt-edged creiential is that he is said to be
married to the boss' ( Mao's)
laughter. Yao has been mentioned by name by Chou EnLai as one of the few "younger
men" coming up in China's
leadership ranks. But Peking
officials warn that the comments should not be taken to
mean that he will succeed
Mao.
No. lion the Politburo list is
LÀ Hsien-nien, who gets things
done for Premier Chou.
His style is remarkably like
Chou's in the early days of the
Long March; mainly a brilliant administrator rather
than decision-maker.
Next in rank is Hsu Shih-yu,
commander of the Nanking
Military Region and first party secretary of Kiangsu province. He also workx closely
with - and in the-crunch
takes orders from - Chang .
Chun-chiao.
Chen Hsi-lien, No. 13, in the
Politburo, is commander of
the Shenyang Military Region
and first party secretary of
Liaoning province.
Loyalty to Mao and military
backgrounds are the main
characteristics of this line-up
in the Politburo. Announcement of new appointments to
the body, which experts say
could come at any time, may
for the first time include some
names that are linked more
closely with Chou than with
Mao. It is also expected that
Premier Chou, the ultimate
diplomat, will arrange to have
some of Madame Mao's favorites on the team.
Show and Sell
NEW YORK IIJPII- Slum
and Sell is a store in downtown
Manchester, NH. It features
only new items handmade by
senior citizens. .
Cash reimbursements for
goods sold are made every
Traditionally,
Thursday.
Thursday_Is payday throughout
the city. This day was chosen to
pay -the Show and Sell folks to
recreate in them the role they
had held during their working
days.

0,500, including loans on real estate
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Anne Murray signed
HoLLYwtx)r) IUPI I Producer Stanley Kramer
signed Anne Murray to sing the
Hank Mancini-Hal David title
song, "Send • Lisle Love Mx
Bay," in "Oklahoma Crude
which stars George C. Scott and
Eityg_Dwwway. •
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Shop for car insurance
By JAMES A. GROTH
Copley News Service

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 39, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

gri4

Even without no-fault, car
insurance rates are dropping
- but not nearly as fast as insurance company profits are
rising.
The Insurance Services Office reports that its members'
rates dropped an average of
1.5 per cent during 1972. At the
same time, however, insurance company profits -- the
difference between premiums
received and claims paid soared 144 per cent and the
companys' investment income jumped 23 per cent to a
grand total of $3.75 billion.
Insurance regulating agencies from throughout the
country are worried about the
trend and some states are doing something about it - by
encouraging competition.
In Pennsylvania, a shopper's guide has been printed,
naming companies and comparing rates. New York and
Illinois have published similar guides and a bill to require
one is pending in the Massachusetts Legislature. Insurance commissioners in California, Florida, New Jersey
and Washington, among other
states, are working on guides.
It is the feeling that if the
consumer does comparitive,
shopping, he can force the
companies to lower rates.
The insurance companies
have used much of their new
profits to build up reserves
and hand out bigger dividends
to their stockholders. Some
companies have stashed away
so much in their reserve accounts that they are approaching the limits set by the
Internal Revenue Set-vice.
In Pennsylvania, legislation
is planned that would require
all insurance companies and
salesmen,
to disclose competitors rates to prospective customers.
"Most people just don't
want to take the time to shop
around for auto insurance,"
says one underwriter. "They
find an agent and let him do
the work, even though it may
be costing them $50 to $100 a

ARIES
)Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A new contact made now
could become exceedingly
important to career aims.
Activity increases in areas
where you have recently been
stymied.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Nice cooperation you receive
from a co-worker causes you to
revise your opinion of him
(her). Be graciously responsive.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
You find now that your
creative urges are demanding
some new form of expression.
Don't smother the feelings. Let
yourself go.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Don't commit yourself to a
specific schedule. Unforeseen
circumstances will demand
alterations. You may need your
sense of humor here.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Give careful thought to
financial affairs-not only
business-wise but where your
personal budget is concerned.
In speculative matters, go slow.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP%.
Where there's a difference of
opinion in a job situation,
negotiate rather than argue.
Realize that you have the
necessary backing and act
accordingly.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Distant interests take the
spotlight. You may now be able
to take a trip that was post
poned or you may hear some
excellent news from afar.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ikeli
'
r
Even if balked in a certain
plan, don't let yourself be
pushed into a corner. Have
alternatives ready. You are
good at improvisation.

n#19-
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SAGM'ARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Some block to progress indicated but, if determined, you
can remove any obstacle.
Breakthrough
could
be
achieved through a new
method, idea, concept.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Avoid a tendency to "fly off
the handle" if you feel wronged.
If
you
MUST
express
grievances, do so in a
diplomatic manner.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You can achieve most in your
own surroundings nowdiscussing ideas and plans with
compatible
friends
and
associates. Results should be
very worthwhile.
PISCES
X
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your intuition at a peak. A
good day for backing your
hunches with zestful, optimistic
performance Travel and
romance favored

yek10

N'OU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a gregarious
personality, great magnanimity
and outstanding versatilty and
generosity. You love all that is
beautiful in life, but are
especially
attracted
to
literature and music; could also
become a acintillating entertainer since you have an
instinctive flair for the
dramatic. Whether as a
vocation or an avocation, you
should write -- essays, critiques,
novels, detective stories. Traits
to curb: temperamentalism,
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of
G.K. Chesterton, Eng journalist, author; Patrick Henry,
early Amer. statesrnan, U.S
Pres John-Y - Kennedy, Bob
Hope, actor.
:is

'ss

MONDAY-May 211, 11173
U you have a question shout
your car, motarcycle or recreational vehicle, write to Motorways, Copley News Service, in care of this newspaper.

year. I think a reason may be
that there are so many variables. Some'companies give
discounts for good driving
records, others for small cars,
some jack up rates for traffic

tickets and some don't. It can
get pretty complicated and
the average driver just
doesn't want to get involved."
It appears, however, that
unless the average driver
does get involved in his insurance rates, by forcing the
companies into a competitive
situation, his premiums are
going to cost him a lot more
than they should.

The statue of Christ the
edeemer on the ArgentineChilean border symbolizes
peace between the two countries.
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Doctoi
tells I
Copley News Service

A DOCTOR'S ODYSS
by J. M. Sanchez-Pe
M.D.; Exposition Press,1
310 pages; $7.50.

This is the autobiograpt
a medical doctor who (
lined that career with or
an inventor, with astoun
results. An expert in ne
surgery and neuroradiol
Dr. Sanchez-Perez inve
the Seriograph, a mac
that allows doctors to s
blood flow and detect b
tumors, vascular lesions
congenital anomalies. He
the story of his life and ca
in an easy-to-read style,.
mg his medical mead
with accounts of world Ira
which took Dr. Sanchez-P
to Moscow and Leningrac
discussions with top Sc
medical scientists.
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"Fabrications," a in
bag of far-out extension
history by novelist, scut;
painter Michael Ayrton,
beautifully bound and i]
trated book -this must be
reason the publishers felt
tile would spend $6.95.
idea is fascinating, but t
with histcrians' support,
title "Fabrications" rt
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Response
My opponent stpted WM,
newspaper as follows:
"It is my opinion that the names of
misdemeanor offenders should not be
publicized by the news media.I would invite
publication of the disposition of all cases
but feel that 'name printing' is less than
newsworthy in misdemeanor cases."

The above quotation would indicate that hebas not familiarized himself with the law because
the City Judge has no authority to withhold his records-from public view and the records of the

Circuit Court disclose the truth of this statement in theease of?Murray Democrat Publishing Co.,
Inc. vs Jake Dunn,Municipal Judge and1W.B.Parker,Police Chief," which states:
"It is, therefore. CONSIDERED, ORDERED. ADJUDGED and
DECREED that the plaintiff. Murray Democrat Publishing Company,
— Inc., its agents and employees, and all other members0the public shall
have the right to inspect the record of the defendant, City Judge Jake
Dunn, and, in fact, make copies thereof.

"It
The above quotation is the law of the land and by what right then could Mr. Sanders withhold
from the press or news media the names of those persons who have previously beensconvicted.
The la'' is plain and embarrassing as it may be or how much we dislike the practice, the City
Judge has no choice in spite of what my opponent has said in his advertisement. I would not
mislead you and feel that the truth is what you are entitled to as citizens and voters.
I am not a lawyer but I have been a police officer for three and one-half years and did my best to
work withethose I came in contact. As a matter offact, many called and asked for my assistance
and I always responded.
I am the parent of a twenty-year-old son and fifteen-year-old daughter and I know your
problems and theirs.
If you elect me your Judge, I will work with you and I will be available any time to talk to you
and your children.
Let mi4tbridge the gap as your Judge.
Chw.yogng folks are the finest and if given the opportunity, I will do my best to keep it that way.
Sincerely,

40.
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Catiifornia.•

7

CITY JUDGE
Paid for by William Brooks Harris. 1306 Story Avenue. Murray, /“

Mauri
Pei Kdpakflort
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BOOK REVIEWS

ENGLAND

Doctor-inventor
tells life story

Inns offer
hospitality
at low rates

true. The author has taken
some true historical facts and
people and carried them to
such extremes with so much
diversification it tends to be
confusing and lacks credibility.

Copley News Service
A DOCTOR'S ODYSSEY;
by J. M. Sanchez-Perez,
M.D.; Exposition Press, Inc.;
310 pages; $7.50.
This is the autobiography of
a medical doctor who combined that career with one as
an inventor, with astounding
results. An expert in neurosurgery and neuroradiology,
Dr. Sanchez-Perez invented
the Seriograph, a machine
that allows doctors to study
blood flow and detect brain
tumors, vascular lesions and
congenital anomalies. He tells
the story of his life and career
in an easy-to-read style, spicing his medical anecdotes
with accounts of world travels
which took Dr. Sanchez-Perez
to Moscow and Leningrad for
chscussions with top Soviet
medical scientists.

VATICAN, U.& A.; by Nino
Lo Bello; Trident Press; 1:87
pages; $6.95.
The Catholic church in
America is property-rich and
cash-poor, journalist Nino Lo
Bello concludes in his analysis
of the church's financial
status.
Lo Bello contended that the
Papacy was one of the world's
foremost fiscal powers in a
previous book, "The Vatican
Empire," based on his many
years as a business-news foreign correspondent. Turning
his attention to the church's
business activities in America, he describes it as the
wealthiest private institution
in the nation, with assets of
well over $80 billion.

FABRICATIONS; by Michael Ayrtoo; Hold, Rinehart
& Winston, Inc.; 224 pages;
"Fabrications," a mixed
bag of far-out extensions of
history by novelist, sculptor,
painter Michael Ayrton, is a
beautifully bound and illustrated book — this must be the
reason the publishers felt people would spend $6.95. The
idea is fascinating, but even
with historians' support, the
title "Fabrications" rings

Wloo nes the most
electrical power?

INJ Y 0/111CT•1111 DAYS IMES 111101.160, AwS
10 ID lap tie. All 4/10.• Ls: ON161/4.464. fas:
(.61/0 AAA Ns 010/0" grehtell
•NAACOCIII•SOD MP,P'.
KY 4,3**1•

According to Common
wealth Edison Co ,it's not tha
electric toothbrush or hail
dryer that causes electricity
use to soar, but the iirreasing
demand for electrical energy
by businesses and factories of
all types.
For example, they say that
for each kilowatt-hour consumed by their residential
customers in 1972, more than
two were used by commercial
and industrial customers.

MAURICE WILSON
For

SHERIFF

STOP AND THINK
When you vote for your Sheriff, do so with the understanding that HE REPRESENTS YOU FOR FOUR
YEARS. Don't take chances.
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE
Maufice Wilson has served VI years as Deputy Sheriff,
covering all facets of training offered. THIS IS ON THE
JOB EXPERIENCE....the kind you can't buy.
Dependability is a vital part of the Sheriff's job. He must
have it to assure you the kind of SERVICE YOU
DESERVE. Maurice Wilson has shown his metal on the
job, under all kinds of conditions.
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCL

V
HONESTY, INTEGRITY, SINCERE EFFORT—These
are all parts of a very important job, and should not be
overlooked. You know how Maurice Wilson works for you.
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE
When you call Maurice Wilson, he or one of his top-night
deputies will answer as soon as possible. He will upgrade
the office, to make you proud that you voted for Maurice
Wilson.
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE

Vote For

Maurice Wilton
for

Sheriff
P-ol Ail paid for by Maiitice-Wi19Ore Rt 3,tottn-ray

3
Prices Good Mon., Tue., Wed., May 28, 29, 30

By RUBY SEXTON
Copley News Service
HURLEY - ON - THAMES,
England — At one time the
Olde Bell Hotel would have
been a full day's journey from
London, which lies about 30
miles away to the southeast.
Here the weary traveler
could look forward to delicious homecooked fare, a personal welcome from his innkeeper host, the warmth of a
glowing fireplace and a good
night's rest before he continued on his way.
The arrival of guests is no
longer heralded by the clatter
of hooves in the courtyard.
But the same type of hospitality is available today, often
at lower rates than in the
larger hotels, for the visitor
with the time and inclination
to explore some of England's
byways.
The Olde Bell is one of the
many ancient coaching inns
that dot the English countryside.
Built in 1135, it is said to be
the oldest inn in England.
However, there are several
other establishments of about
that same vintage that also
lay claim to that title.
Originally built as a guest
house for the nearby Benedictine Monastery, the Olde Bell
has an underground passage
which runs from the inn to the
monastery's ruins.
The side road which leads to
the Olde Bell comes to a dead
end a few hundred feet beyond, on the banks of a
charming stretch of the
Thames which is the site of
the annual Henley Regatta.
From the rustic wooden
footbridge, you may see a
white swan floating silently
past below. The surrounding
countryside is a pastoral setting of green fields, farmhouses, a church, leafy
iranches leaning over the water.
The sports enthusiast will
find a variety of activities
available nearby — golf, fishing,swimming, riding, tennis,
rowing.
The Olde Bell retains its
original Norman entrance, although a great deal of restoration has taken place. There
are rambling passageways,
narrow stairways, thick walls
covered in some areas with
age-blackened oak paneling.
Off the entryway is a
charming bar with a lowbeamed ceiling. The remainder of the downstairs is
given over to the restaurant,
where the guest can choose
from old-fashioned English
fare or a variety of French
and Italian dishes.
Most of the old-world inns
are small,some having as few
as five or six guest rooms.
But there are a few larger
facilities which retain the.,traditional atmosphere, such as
the Red lion in Salisbury, a
53-room on dating back to
1320 and the 16th Century
Lygon Arms in Worcestershire, with 68 rooms.
Many of these inns can
boast that their clientele has
included royal parties or famous personages of the past.
Queen Elizabeth I and her
lords stayed at the Spread
Eagle in Midhurst, and
hunted nearby.
Guests at the George in
Stamford included Charles I
and Sir Walter Scott. The Star
Inn in Alfriston was founded
as a shelter for pilgrims, and
a number of inns were stopping places for 13th Century
crusaders.
The King's Head at Harrowon-the-Hill, just outside London, was once a hunting lodge
of Henry VIII. Another picturesque inn is the Bear in
Woodstock, built around a
central courtyard paved with
cobblestones
The Olde Bell has 10 guest
rooms on its upper level. Most
are decorated with fine old
period furniture but they have
been modernized with the addition of bathrooms and telephones.
Charges at the Olde Bell
range from around $15 to 630.
Prices at some of the other
inns are as low as $5 for a single room,$10 and up for a double
A list of 100 historic inns
scattered throughout England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland is available
from the British Tourist Authority.Information on 20 Anus
in and around Landon is included in the listing.

Central Shopping Centek

WASH CLOTHS

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat, 1-6 Sunday
Ladies Spring & Summer

LADIES

DRESSES &
PANT SUITS

FASHION
SANDALS

Sizes 7-244

Prices Range
from

Stripes, Prints, Solids
- Extra Thick Velour
— Or —

HAND TOWELS
All Solid Colors

Colors: Black,
White, Navy
•Assorted Styles

Your Choice

Reg. 3/$ 1.00

•Sizes 6-10

Limit 3

**
*

189
All TWIN SIZES
DAN RIVER

Reg. '5.93

SHEETS:
:
Florals & Solids
:
Flat & Fitted Bottoms

Reg. $2.96
2*
$ 16.61*

0

OUTDOOR CHAIR PAD

WEAR-EVER

ALUMINUM
FOIL

Limit

*

DAN RIVER

1

Reversible Weatherproof -

100% Solid Foam Filled
Mildew Resistant

PILLOW *
CASES

25 Sq. Ft.
Keeps vegetables and meats
fresher. Ideal for baking.

Stripes, Florals & Solids

Reg. 33'

CHAISE & BEACH PAD

;

4/$1

Reg. '2.22

*

20"x72" Vinyl Cover with 1" Solid Foam Filler
For Beach, Chaise Lounge,
Camping and Other Uses

* DROP LEAF

UTILITY or PICNIC

ASSORTED

TABLE

STURDY METAL TV TRAYS

All Metal Constructed
Folds compactly for easy

Decorated with Beautiful Floral Colors
Easy Folding for Storage

* storage. Reg. $8.97

$692

Buy Now at
this Low Price! *
scs
2.
nlOy01
Values

STYRO CUPS

82;:

51 Per Cello Bag
For Hot & Cold Drinks
7 & 9 Oz. Size

WHITE PICKET FENCE*

Ideal for Picnic or Home

Reg.
53'

Extra Sturdy 48" All Wood Sections

PEAT MOSS
An absolute must for
Plants & Flowers

*
_a

Ideal for protection of lawns and flowers.

42
GARDENERS' PRIDE

PLANTS,
SHRUBS,
AZALEAS *

66;

Reg. s-1.00

-0'

WHEELBARROW
For Garden and Utility Work

Reg.

44

58.47
***************************-x************
"Te
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IT'S EASY

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

WANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

Murray High Students Win Awards In Exhibit
The First District Industrial State University last Friday.
Arts Association held its annual
Students from Murray High
Industrial Arts Exhibit at the won certificates and trophies
EED on the campus of Murray for
outstanding
their

PEST CONTROL

WANT TO BL Y

1

RAT5! I NEVER I:10 AWNING
RIGHT... NOTHIN6 EYEK
I.JOR 5 OUT FOR. ME..

1967 CHEVROLET cab and
chassis, one ton, dual wheel, new
Urea, radio, heater, V8, 327.
Phone 436-2182.
M30C

'The 'a est Coast's highest
television transmitter, operated
by K BAK TV of Bakersfield.
Calif., is on Mt. Breckenridge
about 7,775 feet Aerie sea
level.

AUTOS FOR SALE

IT WILL BE
DONE, C GHOST
Ni40 WALKS.

ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay,
off Kentucky Lake, across from
Lakewav Shores and Panorama
Shores. Good private location.
Adjoining T.V.A. boundary.
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 7538997.
June 5P
LEGAL NOTICE

I Turn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

BEATLE BAILEY

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

NANCY
:

you'r.)

STOP WASTING
EVERY EvEN N-G
WA-rCHIPIG " THOSE
I•VGP-7" BALL GAMES

Ill' AEINER

NEXT
DAY

c

THAT'LL DRIVE HIM
..NUTTY WHEN HE GETS
,
HERE TONIGHT

1 Fish sauce
5 Exact
.-11 Possessive
pronoun
la_rairra nam•
13 River Ir.
Franca
14 Girl's
nickname
16 Loose. Older
gement
17 Spanlith artici.
18 Expire
19 Cantor'.
21 Gravestone
23 Birds
27 Faroe iswhirllands
wind
26 Communion
plate
29 Organ of
hearing
31 Bespatter34 indefinite
article
35 Condensed
moisture
37 Through
39 Symbol for
tantalum
40 Man's
nickname
42 Society girl
(cotton.,
41 Fruit
46 Babylonian
deity
48 Driniriving of
oftic
60 Musical Instruments
53 Tropical
fruit
54 Silkworm
55 River in italy
57 Docile
61 Crimson
62 Singly inatone,
64 River chtnit
66 Bitrersto•
66 Golf
',round*
67 Go by water

12

.14
..•.

..'.7... 13 ......
Id

t„5:__-__.,,,____

• 7
:':15
..
20 ... Y 21 22

:.....•„
$,
.•:'.......4
/A 25
'

26
"..., 79

25
28
34

27
27-

^iCi:-:-:- 3t ii li

t..
•:• ,

34 :-:•:37
1 -...!.311
..•..'
.
,.:".•
40
41
42
1744' 42
...+
7
. '. 40 47 4.
. : 48
49
, •.
.
.50 51
52 X .
:.53
4

35

:.,31

'•'..*...:,s:
. ,a13 ‘.....,
......
.• • ......
r. by nit

CLEAN THREE bedroom, air
.

:•:-: 64

Se

59 4**

...
r

Syndicate., Inc.

f
t

BULLDOZER WORK;'trucking,
also bank gravel, MI dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 3544161,site*5:00 p.m. TFC
WILL DO any type of carpenter
work. Large °email jobs. New
or remodeling. kone 753.7955.
May 30(

°MO'
s:sled trailer near campus
' WILL DO trash and
brush
Phone 7534372 or 753-1817 after
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
5:00p.m.
1429C 7534130.
TFC

....•137
i

6r.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, &oath Mb Street, 753.
6609.
June'

Call
753-191i

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE
Eva Moody; Rhonda Fitts;
Nive Parker; Carlton Roberts;
Guthrie
Roberts;
Clifton
Roberts; William Gray Roberts;
Wade Roberts; John D. Roberts,
Jr., and L.adeana Gussy,the heirs
at law of Lela Roberts, have filed
a civil action in the Calloway
Circuit Court seeking to quiet the
title to the real estate described
below and, therefore, any persons who have not been
previously notified either by
1967 DODGE Van with 1970 SLEEPING ROOMS for men, summons or warning order atengine. Polished alumium furnished, private entrance, air torney who are claiming an mterest in said real estate are
wheels, steno, extra nice. 753- conditioned,
refrigerator.
2997 or 489-2611.
M28P Zimmerman Apartments, South required to make an appearance
in the action and assert their
M29C interest and the basis therefor to
16th. Phone 7534609.
MUSTANG--1967, three speed, 8
ComFrank Ryan, Master
cylinder, $850.00. Phone 753-8846
missioner of the Calloway Circuit
after 5:00p.m.
M29C NICE CLEAN, two bedroom
mobile home, private front yard, Court, within twenty (20) days. If
such appearance is not made, all
MACH 1-1989, power steering, city water, garbage pick up
claims in and to the property
factory tape player, 390 four furnished. Lakeway Court, 21s
described below shall be forever
Phone
753Murray.
east
of
miles
for
753-4547,
ask
speed. Phone
barred.
M30C
5:00
p.m.
8216, after
Dan.
The property referred to above
J1P
in Calloway County,
'HOUSE,LOCATED 113 North 9th is situated
MONTE CARLO-1971, air,
Kentucky,
and is more parStreet. Avalible June 1. Phone
steering and brakes, factory
M28C ticularly described as follows, to753-1346.
mags, green with white vinyl
wit:
roof. $2575.00. Phone 753-9997 or
"A certain parcel of land lyirg
JIC FURNISHED TWO bedroom In the Northeast quarter of
753-8606
house for small family or four
girls. 305 North 12th Street. Section 35 T2 R5 E in Calloway,
BUICK SPORTS wagon-1969,
$110.00 per month. Available county, Kentucky, bounded and
power and air, new tires. Low
June 11. Phone 753-4731.
M31C described as follows: VIZ:
mileage Excellent condition.
Beginning at a rock at the NorPhone 753-7381 from 9:00 a.m.theast
corner of the Northeast
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
5:00 p.m., Monday through
two bedroom apartment. Car- quarter of Section 35 r2 R5 E,
M29C
Friday.
peted and air conditioned. May thence, running S 84 degree 29' W
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control, a distance of 1290.00 feet to a rock
PONTIAC-1968 Catalina, two
corner. Thence,S 1 degree 00' W
located 100 South 13th Street.
door hardtop, excellent condition.
M28C a distance of 2648.00 feet to an
JIC
Phone 753-3163.
Iron pin. Thence, S 80 degree 28'
FURNISHED APARTMENT, E a distance of 1290.00 feet to an
$75.00 per month. N4ets. Phone iron pin. Thence, N 1 degree 00' E
MwwwwSeiwWW4P.
,
04
753-1203.
M28C a distance of 2990.00 feet to the
DOWN
point of beginning. Said tract of
ODOM OMMMO
000000 80000Z
land containing 83.00 acres more
TWO
BEDROOM
trailer,
car1 Conbunction
0000 ODOOM 00
2 Man's
peted and air conditioned. Water or less.
MOOMM OMB
nickname
00 OTOM3 MOO
and
storage building furnished EXCEPT
3 Bitter vetch
00000TO OTOOs
There is excepted out of the
4 Provided
per month. Phone 489$65.00
MOTO OMOT
siand
2513.
M28C above tract of land a 20.00 foot
RUMOR EMOOOPO
strip across the Northeast corner
DOM MOBS CB
5 Human trunk
C10113 00Man BOO
for the Jake Kimbro Road; and a
6 A state
BUILDING
AT
810
Sycamore
MOM
OM OOOTO
labbr.)
40.00 foot strip of land across the
Street.
Fully
equipped
with
MOBBOO
air
MOOOMO
7 Employ
0O0MS OBOOM
8 Lampreys
conditioner, air compressors, South part of said tract for right211
9 In truth
electric doors and gas heat. of-way of the Dr. Douglas Road."
10 Caudal apJAMES BLALOCIC, CLERK
Available June 1. Phone 753pendage
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
3018.
M28C
WIi•krited
11
16 Dk
M17-21-28-C
20 Remote
36 Marry
51 City in
38 Feels indigRussia
ONE BEDROOM furnished
nant at /
62 Blemish
22 P
sb
reci
llsition
apartment, 1'2 bock from college
41 Mock
23 Reach
66 Number
SERVICES OFFERED •
campus. Phone 753-4478 or 75343 Article of
a
gc
iars
osss.
58 -Mtilenoon
furniture
party
9135.
24 Shiiritof
MSC
45 Chinese
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
59 Surma
mile
THREE BEDROOM home, work guaranteed. Business and
25 Near
Iribe4man
47 100•finite
60
Cloth
213 Weaken.,
available now. Kitchen apt residential. Free estimates, •
article
30 Distant
Measure
49 Boy at
pliances furnished. $125.00 per Phone day or night Mayfield 24763 Symbol or
32 Sole drink
month. Phone 753-9842 or 753- 7201.
TFC
50 Wife ofleus
33 Loud noise
8958.
M28C
I
2 2 1 I::: 5 6
7 9 '.•.'.
......, 0

Sell
Household
Goods

'

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our many
friends and relatives for the kind
Words of sympathy extended to
BUICK ELECTRA-1972, local us during the death of our
car. AC and full power. Phone daughter and granddaughter
M28C Special appreciation to those who
753-5532.
sent food, flowers and cards, Dr.
VOLKSWAGEN- 1969, red. Real Lowery and the nurses at the
good shape. Phone 762-2455 after emergency room of the MurrayM28C Calloway County Hospital. Also
5:30 p.m.
our sincere thanks to Bro. Eddie
Cluck for his comforting words
CHEVROLET PICKUP truckand the Miller Funeral Home for
1961, good condition, with cattle
their courteous and sincere
racks. $400.00. Phone 753services.
May God Bless each
M3OP
3237.
and everyone of you.
The family of Terria Dee
1962 INTERNATIONAL Travel Robinson.
ITC
all, $200.00. Phone 753M3ONC
7238.
FOR RENT

PooR,5tOEET BAB(!

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

7534916

1972 TURBOCRAFT Jet bd1fit--200
BUYER OF Standing timber, H.P. Chrysler engine. 18' boat, all BUICK SKYLARK-1972, blue, BY OWNER 100' wide lot on U.S
753wood.
Phone
black vinyl top. Power and air, 641 south for your new home or
also logs, pulp
accessories and equipment.
June 4C
low mileage. Mag wheels. Can be mobile home. Phone 753achievement in projects that excelled in comprehensive 4147.
Used 10 hours. Phone 436M28C
0774.
they had constructea (luring ine exams which were given to the
M30C seen at Darnell Marine Sales or
2427.
WANT
TO
BUY
dog
house
for
phone 436-2348 after 8:30 p.m.
school year.
students Friday morning in
M30C
Several of the winners had competition with students from large dog. Phone 753-0893. M28C
FOR SALE OR TRADE
BY OWNER; house and lot in
other First District schools.
1
Alm°. Phone 753-5472 - MEW-HELP WANTED
FOR THE best in pest control DODGE VAN-1965. Can be seen
Thom who won first place in
tests were Debbie Cunningham, EXPERIENCED
M29C
WAITRESS, service and termite control call at 605 Math Street.
TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
Bill Farris, Charles Parker, must be neat and efficient. Ap- Superior Exterminating Corn
TFC OLDSMOBILE VISTA Cruiser- large rooms, central heat and air
Debbie Shinners and Kent proximately 35 hours weekly. pany,753-7266.
(gas), good well, 9 miles from
Klein.
1967, one owner, clean, power
Good working conditions. No
MUSIC
Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
Second place winners in phone calls. Apply Colonial
steering, brakes, good tires,
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m
testing were Stan Henley, House Smorgasbord.
753-5115
Phone
to
sell.
priced
M28C PIANO TUNING and Repair.
June 4('
Ronnie Billington, Randy
M28C
Jerry Cain, 758-8712. Registered after 8:30p.m.
Thomas, Kent Klein and Alan CLEAN UP shop help wanted craftsman Piano Technician
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Lemons.
Experience preferred. Phone 753- Guild.
TFC CHRYSLER NEWPORT-1969,
Winning third place in the 9429 after 6:00P.m.
four door, vinyl roof, air, power Sharpe Street, beside park, near
M28C
center,
testing were Billy McDougal,
TUNING-Repair- steering and brakes. Phone 753- schools, shopping
PIANO
M29C university. Phone 606) 549James Green, Greg Grogan, PLEASANT AND profitable rebuilding.
Prompt expert 6475.
2494.
June 18C
and Phil Adams.
describes Venda Beauty coun- service. 15 years experience.
Alan Lemons and Victor selor's earning opportunity. Part Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. FORD LTD-1971 Country
station wagon. Air and all
• Olazabal won first places in or full time available in Murray Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone Squire
QUALITY BUILT three bedroom
TFC power, trailer hitch. Phone 753- brick ranch, large lot. Near new
projects.
and Calloway County area. For 753-8911.
M29C
3078.
Ricky Whited won a second interview appointment phone 489high school. $23,900.00. Phone 753M30C
AUTOS FOR SALE
place for his project.
2416.
M31C
2443.
PICKUP-1970,
CHEVROLET
Gary Evans and Carl Hosford
were presented certificates of WANTED MAN to work on farm, FORD RANGER XLT-1970 with excellent condition. Has camper COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
cover, West Coast and cap. Automatic tranoutstanding achievement for full time. Reasonable salary, camper
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
power steering and
workman's mirrors, automatic, power' smission, D
special projects which they had insurance and
11 dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
steering .
• wer
ply
Phone
75310
$2295.00.
wide
brakes,
completed during the school compensation. Phone 767-4384, steering,
June 28C
tires' - Sam Harris 753-8061.
M2/3C deluxe equipped. Phone 753J2C 0984.
year.
after 8:00p.m.
M29C
9465.

AWARD WINNERS-Murray High students won awards last week in the First District Industrial
Arts Association Exhibit at Mw-ray State University. Winners are, back row, left to right, James
Green, Randy Thomas, Bill Farris, Phil Adams and Ronnie Billington. Second row, left to right, Carl
Holsford, Victor Olazbal,Stan Henley, Alan Lemons,Greg Grogan and Gary Evans. Front row,left
to right, Ricky Whited, Debbie Cunningham, Debbie Shinners and Kent Klein.
WELL,THERE GOES OUR CHARITq
eASEBALL 6AKE! IF NO ONE
EitAf5 A 'TICKET, WE tAk164'IT
A5 WELL. CALL IT OFF._
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...FURNISHED OR unfurnished KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, one 753-3914 100 South
apartment, two bedrooms_JVIL___
Carpeted. Available-no Photie„ tor stv -7--;•N-ety
753-4331.
Jtine 12C delay lets bugs have their way."
TFC
-

SERVICES OFFER

Termites
Eat Your Home

)4 .P

Protec
Do not be deceived!
round... Winter and

CALL TODA1

"EVE1
LETS B

KELL
PES'
100 S. 13th Street

Home Owned
Licensed by

JOHN'S REPAIR
Plumbing-electrical-roc
carpentry. Phone 753-68
753-7625 nights.

PAINTING: Willie's I
Painting.
Exterior
estimates. Phone 75.1A
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-1
4:00p.m.

PROFESSIONAL CU
carpets, furniture, tl
walls. Service Master
need to know about
Phone Mayfield collect

FOR ALL your a
remodeling, reside!
commercial. New or
estimates. Call 7534123.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH
Phone Paris,642-8551.

JERRY'S REFINI1.
Custom Built Furnitun
South of Murray on I
Jerry McCoy, owner.
8837.

ASPHALT PAVING-d
parking lots, seal coa
free estimate phone
Cl
Construction
Mayfield, 247-6937.

WANT TO do baby-sitt
home for three to foui
children. Can furnish r
Phone 753-9429.

CARPETS PROFESS
steam cleaned Phor
Mesta 489-2504

•Paperin
•Paintini
•Panellin
•Ceihn

ompete io
Remodelmg

OUg
751090

CLEA
CARPET
Professional. Comm
residential at reasonat
Free estimate. Wil
references. Phone H
753-5827.

PAINTING. EXTEF
tenor. Commercial o
tial. All work quality g
For free estimates pi
Pail
Atkins
mie
Decorating, Hardin,
4534.

For You,

SOYBEI

INOCULATI

Moly Mix, Si
& Dyana
See . .

Murray
Warehouse I
Closed Memorial
May 28111 -

Old Concord 1
Phone 753-821

rush
one
TFC

Pest
.cluth
you
By.'
,
TFC
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Call
753-1916

sell

It

With A !ossified Ad

75n16

••••-•••

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

ammessmoimi,
Termites
Eat Your Home
I

MEMORIAL DAY special! ! !
Cutting boards, $1.66, one day
only. Murray Sewing Center,
your Singer dealer. Belaire
Shopping Center.
M28C

Spiders

x

FOR SALE
Hit the Road in the all new '73
Shasta or Golden Falcon
Travel Trailers
Starcraft Tent Campers

S
'
ViTOME1.I
LIB.

also LaPaCo Thick Toppers
24" all aluminum-$200.00
Sturdi-House Utility Buildings
all sizes-full stock-no
foundation required.
Check with U9 before buying.
We will NOT be undersold.
Gillespie Motor to.

Our Speed-Feedhf
Cafeteria Line
Feed' You Fine
In A Lot Less Time
TRIANGLE INN

..,

Roaches
CAT ft ID Oi

Another View

Carry Germs

PESTS

753-4953

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round... Winter and Summer.

FREE BOOT give away, every
Friday ( women's, men's or
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
'Western Store and Shoe Repair.
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
Candidates For Election

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

MAYOR
John Ed Scott
Buel Stalls

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
100 S. 13th Street

C

PROPERTY VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
Charles E. Hale

Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nile

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce
PAINTING-HOMES, churches,
commercial. Reasonable prices
and guaranteed quality. For free
detailed written estimate call
Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712
(
Wadesboro ).
&
Interior
PAINTING: Willie's
June 5P
Free
Painting.
Exterior
estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after Electric. Complete pump repair
June 5C service. Let us check your old
4:00p.m.
pump for you before you buy a
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; new one. 24 hour emergency
carpets, furniture, floors and service. Phone 753-5543. M31NC
walls. Service Master, all yot.
need to know about cleaning
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
June 5C
JOHN's REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
TFC
Phone Paris,642-8531.

THANK
YOU!!

People of Calloway
County, for your busin

• N'

Carl R.
Howard

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. 502) 492TFC FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
8837.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
parking lots, seal coating. For
free estimate phone Joe Ford '
Company,
Construction
Mayfield, 247-6937.
May 30C

PAINTING

WANT TO do baby-sitting in my
home for three to four year old
children. Can furnish references.
M31C
Phone 753-9429.
CARPETS PROFESSIONAI,I.Y
steam cleaned Phone Carpet
TE('
Maste11 489-2504

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home
Remodeling
IREUSTIMATE

Bill Boughton
153-090
CLEANINGCARPET
Professional. Commercial or
residential at reasonable prices
Free estimate. Will furnish
references. Phone Handyman,
June 29C
753-5827.

Interior & Exterior

John Yates
and

Mike Smith
For Estimate
Phone 436-2173
NOTICE

:
4111 pro.

SERVICEMASTER
For More Than 25 Years

-THE NAME FOR
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING AROUND
THE WORLD
Carpets. Furniture,
Walls, Floors, or your
entire house!
Call Collect 247-7333

PAINTING. EXTERIOR, interior. Commercial or residential. All work quality guaranteed.
For free estimates phone Sam&
Painting
Atkins
mie
Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437June 7C
4534.

For Your

SOYBEAN
INOCULATION

Moly Mix, Solo,
& Dyanap
See

Murray
Warehouse Corp.
Closed Memorial Day,
May 28th - Old Concord Rd.
Phone 753-8220

Gary Kelley
Baclrusburg Rd.
Mayfield, Ky.

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
(Jritit 6:301).14.--753-7278

•

CITY PROSECUTOR
Don Overby
CITY JUDGE
William B. Harris
Stephen C. Sanders
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Sid Easley
SHERIFF
T.G. ( Ted) Alexander
Earl T. Futrell
Hofford James
Charles D. Kemp
Guy McCuiston
John B. Watson
Maurice Wilson
COUNTY COURT CLERK
Marvin Harris
Dorothy Phillips
COUNTY JUDGE
Roger Jones
Hall McCuiston
Robert 0. Miller
John C. Neubauer
George Weaks

•

P.' CO --A. ra.rs awned
ow, festoon Syrdrcisfit
.

"THE PURPOSE OF THIS MEETING 1ZWAY
"
IS
NOTICE

NOTICE

o e For FRED WORKMAN
For

Murray City Council
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated
Paid Pol. ad, paid for by Fred Workman. 607 Elm St.
Murray, Ky.

Needed-Votes For Our Business

CARL_R. HOWARD
GLASS CO.
1215 Diuguid Dr.
Murray, Ky.

753-0176

JAILER
Huel (Wimpy) Jones
Rupert Maynard
Garvin Phillips
J.D. Rogers
CORONER
Max Churchill
Max E. Morris
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
Kenneth C. Imes
CITY COUNCIL
Ward A
Rex Alexander
H. Ed Chrksman
Jo Crass
Art Lee
Herbert Perry
James Pete Rutledge
Phillip Tibbs
Dave Willis
Ward B
William R. Furches
Melvin Henley
Jerry Henry
Marshall Jones
Ronald Jones
Howard Koenen
Paul Mansfield
Hugh Thomas Rushing
Gerald Tabers
Fred Workman
Stephen I.. Yarbrough
MAGISTRATE NO. 1
Charles Tommy Bogard
Cleo Colson
Wayne Flora
Carroll Guy
Jimmy Pritchett
Joe Ed Pritchett
MAGISTRATE NO. 2
Gil G. Hopson
K.B. McCuiston
J.C. Russell
MAGISTRATE NO. 3
Ralph Bogard
Dan Dunn
liennis Hale
Joe Pat Winchester
MAGISTRATE NO. 4
Charles Dan Bazzell
William H. Brown
Donald Keller
Charles Edward Windsor
Henry M. Young

Compliments of

'Dwain Taylor
Chimed-tot
& 120 _

Phone 753-2617

•Trained
•Experienced
•Qualified
Pot Ad paid for Buel E Sta,
Campaign Committee, Buel E.
Stalls, Jr , Treas
Box 69,
Murray, Ky

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HIDE-ABED sofa, early
American; hardrock maple
poster bed with 5 drawer chest to
match; bookcase; glass daisy
table. Moving, must sell. Phone
M304.'
753-7897.

We'll
have
fresh
raw
Oysters, breaded & cooked to
your
order,
beginning
Tuesday evening

Triangle Ina
153 4953

This holiday weekend, di ,
ARMSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply
slowly
nylon whitewall tires.
Better be late than for it to bs
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
look
he
said, "Don't
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 +$2.27
natural"!!!
INN
TRIANGLE
856x 14 or 15"- $18.14 + $2.43
753-4953
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
E. Wood St.
tires.
SAILBOAT, 20' Vivacity Main,
Tenn.
Paris,
F78 x 14 or 15"• 817.40 + $2.42
Phone 901-842-1751
Jib and genoa sails, 6 H.P.
G78 x 14 or 15"- $18.27 4- $2.60
Johnson, sleeps four, head, other
Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon H78 x 14 or 15"-$19.51 + $2.80
extras. Phone 753-5497 after 5:00
thru Fri., Sat. 8 a.m. till 2 J78 x 14 or 15" -$19.70 + $2.89
M29C
p.m.
Armstrong's best line of p.m.
polyester glass belted whitewall
MOVING! METAL cabinet,
REDUCE EXCESS fluids with tires.
chair, bicycle, lamps and 12'ir.21'
Fluidex. Lose weight with Dex-A- E78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 4- $2•54
commercial carpet. Phone 753Diet capsules at Dale & Stub- G78 x 14 or 15" -$20.89 + $2.73
3915.
M29C
ITC H78 x 14 or 15" -$21.98 + $2.96
blefield Rx Drugs.
J78 x 14 or 15" -$22.43 + $3.02
B ALLIS Chalmers tractor, plow,
TOBACCO STICKS-1000. Phone L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
Puryear, Tenn. 247-3794 after 5:00 Armstrong's best line of disc, cultivator and mowing
p.m.
M3OP polyester steel belted whitewall machine, three new tires. Also
1400 lbs. burley tobacco pountires.
M29C
dage. Phone 489-2434.
TESTED, F78 x 14 or 15" -$23.13 + $2.68
PERFORMANCE
Simmental, Maine-Anjou, G78 x 14 or 15" -$24.27 +$2.87
TEN SPEED bicycle, excellent
Limousin and Brown Swiss, H78:14 or 15," - $25.58 + $3.10
J1C
breeding age bulls for sale. Armstrong Polyester glass condition. Phone 753-9693.
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, Ky., belted wide 70 series with raised
14' POLAR Craft Jon boat, 9u2
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- white letters.
H.P. Evinrude motor with Moody
5170.
June 9C G70 x 14 or 15"-$23.01 + $2.86
trailer,$525.00. Phone 753H70 x 14 or 15" -$23.81 + $3.09
J1P
CUTLER 71, york and dare seed Armstrong nylon glass belted 4145.
soybeans. Broadbent Seed wide 60 series with raised white
NINE WEANING PIGS. Phone
Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235,- letters.
753-3629.
M29C
June 9C G60 x 14 or 15" -$25.53 + $3.18
5182.
L80 x 14 or 15" -$28.44 + $3.66
ANTIQUE LOVE seat with
Armstrong's best highway
matching chair and platform
GIBSON FIREBIRD guitar and tread truck tire, tube type.
rocker, solid manogany, lions
Carvin amplifier with 2 speaker 650 x 16-6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
head arms and claw feet.
condition.
cabinets. Excellent
670 x 15-6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
Beautiful upholstery. Perfect
Also 1965 Mustang. Phone 437- 700x 15-6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
condition. phone 753-7381 from
M30C 750x 16 •8 ply, $28.Cf7 + $3.69
4493 after 5:00p.m.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Monday
825 x 20- 10 ply,$54.16 + $6.14
through Friday.
M29C
900 x 20-10 ply, $65.43 +$7.33
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $76.68 4- $9.10
TWO BEDROOM trailer. $675.00.
1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
Phone 489-2471.
M29C
lug or
Armstrong's best
traction type truck tire.
SALES
BALDWIN PRACTICE piano,
600 x 16 - 6 ply,$21.83 + $2.56
excellent
tones, 41-'2' height.
and
670 x 15 -6 ply,$22.09 + $2.89
Settee-wood arms, vinyl cover,
$22.30
+
$3.33
700
x
15
-6
ply,
ERECTION
pumpkin color, full
length.
750x 16 - 8 ply,$3n.18 + $4.12
M29P
Phone
489-2624.
825 x 20- 10 ply,$63.89 + $7.25
W.
900x 20-10 ply,$69.92 + $8.51
Free
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 ONE USED Frost
Phone 489-2630
1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50 refrigerator $50.00. One used
color T.V. set 753-8391.
M28C
Hot:, Sales, Highway 68,
June
5C
Benton,
Ky.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
TREASURE HUNTING with a
F'•dison air conditioners. 10,000
White's Metal Detector is a fun
hobby for the whole family. Take
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00,
Montgomery Ward
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
one camping or give one for
1703 Chestnut
graduation or Father's Day.
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
Sale, Wednesday only
There are no finer detectors
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
10 percent On all Returned
Goods
June 11C
made than White's. Priced $79.50
Kentucky.
Open till 7 00 PM
to $595.00 Authorized dealer.
Phone 753-1575 Monday through
STARCRAT T CAMPERS. Shasta
M30C
Saturday.
YELLOW TEN speed bike. and Golden Falcon, travel
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
Phone 753-7329.
CARPETS and life too can be
BOY'S 20" Schwinn bike and two
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. MEMORIAL DAY special !
Rent electric shampooer. $1 All type zippers including girl's bikes. Phone 753-9393. M29C
Kwik-Pik Market,Five PointUnique,'t price. Murray Sewing
J2C Center, your Singer dealer.
s.
iripTralik
ZiPaint%
Wake Shopping Center. M28C IC
0
TV Towers
& Antennas
SEARS UTILITY trailer with
Hughes Paint Store i
Lowest Prices Ever
side boards. Phone 753-9393. M28C
TV Service Center
401 Maple St.
0
1
.WIMMILMMIWWWIlkILTRE
Central Shopping Center
SYLVANIA TELEVISION with S
Phone 753-5865
brand new picture tabe, cabinet OFFICE
753.6
DESK and chair. Phone
M28C
style. Phone 753-6345.
JIC
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make USED TOUCH & sew in portable 1973 HONDA 350cc, like new.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M30C carrying case with button holer, Late 1972 25()cc Honda. Phone 753only $68.00. Murray Sewing 6564.
M29C
Center, your Singer dealer.
NO REGRET,the best yet: Blue Belaire Shopping Center. M28C
Lustre
cleans
carpets
YAMAHA-1972, 250cc, will
beautifully. Rent electric
accept reasonable offer. Phone
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
767-2552 after 5:00 p.m.
M29C
FOR SALE
Shopping Center.
J2C
New Pentax Spotmatic II A
TRUCK CAMPER for long wheel
base truck, fully equipped. Phone
EUREKA VACUUM cleaner,
J. C. Brandon 753-4427.
M28NC
never been used. Polaroid Square
Shooter camera, only shot one
in factory carton
roll film. Two paint sprayers.
Ever tasted Maine Lobster,
M28C
Phone 753-4597.
We'll have iumbo, boiled, red
with 50 mm. F1.4 Super

READ
GRAIN BINS

E. Neale

M2aNg

.
fo

NOTICE
All business priyilege and vehicle licenses for the
City of Murray expired May I. This applies to each
business operated within the City of Murray and to all
motor vehicles, including motorcycles and motorbikes.
All licenses become delinquent on June 1, and a ten per
cent 110 per cent) penalty will be added on, that date.

You Are Invited To Visit . . .

SALE

I

CAMERA

CARL R. HOWARD
Construction, Roofing
& Glass Company

21" TELEVISION,Philco console
model, black and white, two
years old. Excellent condition,
M31P
$100.00. Phone 753-0168.

multi-coated lens.

Phone 753-8025

lobster
dinners
Maine
beginning Tuesday evening

Triangle Inn
753 4953

7' CIJLTIPACKER, $50.00. 7'
29 GALLON $50.00) and 20 disc, $50.00. T.V. antenna, $20.00.
glass
I $40.00, all
gallon
Shallow well pump, complete.
aquariums, fluorescent hood„ Phone 753-4091.
M29C
pump, gravel filter arid heater
Wrought-iron stand, holds both, IURBY VACUUMS-The
shag
only $10.00, or will sell all for rug specialist that adjusts to any
MEMORIAL DAY SPECIAL
M28C carpet. New and used vacuums
Polyester knits, one large table, $80.00. Phone 753-2443.
UNWANTED PFIEAGNANCY?
11.00 yd. Murray Sewing Center„
for sale.
For demonstration
Contact Preagnancy Counseling
This holiday weekend,
Your Singer dealer, Belaire
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
Service, pholit toll free 1-800-327please, be cautious on the
M28C 21- MOWER BRIGGS & Stratton Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753Shopping Center.
4320. Anon profit
lake too, especially when
(1359.
June 23C
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P.
June IC
organization.
near Triangle Fishermen.
ADORABLE APRICOT toy Briggs & Stratton .engine with
poodle, 7 weeks old. -Reasonably power reverse, $10.88. 5 'H.P.
M28C riding mower, Briggs & Stratton
priced. Phone 753-7941.
GOLF .CLUBS, McGregor
MEMORIAL DAY special ! ! !
engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding tourney, woods 1-3 and 5, irons 2
beautiful
T.V.,
21",
In
C'OLDR
thread,
/
1
2
All types of sewing
mower, Briggs & Strattonfriginq„ through 9. Phone 753-3078. M29C
price. Murray Sewing Center, maple' console. Good picture $323.95. 7 H.P. mower, electric
'your-Singer Miler".• lietertr tube,-needir other -tubes,-140:te stirt. BriaTi 7c Stratton engine. APACHi- CAMPER-1972, with
M28C Also Hollywood style single bed, $399.95. Roby Sales • Highly
., ay 68.icanopy, sleeps six. Excellent
Shopping Center.
M28C Benton, Ky.
$35.00. Phone 753-2443.
June I IC michtim Phone 753-1380. M29C

1215 Diuguid Dr. Murray, Ky.

Come By-let's Talk!

35 H. P. JOHNSON motor with
controls and manual start. Very
good condition. Phone 753M28C
4378.

Skylab. .
(Continued from Page 1
the two-story workshop area
Sunday, checking and activating water, electrical and
other systems.
Whenever it got too hot, they
retreated to other rooms of the
station, which are cooler
because they have been
shadowed from the sun, or to
the Apollo ferry ship which
carried the spacemen to a
rendezvous with Skylab on
Firday.
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Demo Leaders Challenge That
Watergate Threatens Secrets

Leroy Polly
Killed In
Plane Crash

.11p•mi

Being Held Today

Also Sunday the kair Cam- bugging.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Practices Committee, a
Nixon also said current
paign
Leaders of the Democratic
Leroy Polly, brother of W. L
nonpartisan group that Watergate investigations
party and of the Senate Armed small,
(Dub) Polly of Murray, was
dirty
complaints
of
investigates
threaten
to
uncover
sensitive
are
Services Committee
killed Sunday about nine a.m. in
challenging President Nixon's electioneering, issued a five- information, including details of a private airplane crash near
"Dirty
entitled
report
a
1970
page
administration
plan
to
contention that Watergate inMich., where he
gather intelligence through Brighton,
vestigations threaten to expose Polities-1972."
resided.
- -.The---aeounittee said other burglary. Nixon had approved
sensitive national secrets.
Reports are that two other
And the nonpartisan Fair investigations have tied the the plan for five days, but persons in the airplane were
to
not
only
campaign
Nixon
changed
his
mind
after
then
Campaign Practices Comalso fatally injured. Polly was
mittee says the campaign wire-tapping and burglary, but FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover formerly of Murray and
A televised view beamed to tactics of Nixon's re-election to theft of documents, forgery, objected.
his sophomore year
Symington, who was the first completed
mission control showed the committee set a 2-year low in personal vilification, violations
school at Murray before
high
of
laws,
finance
campaign
of
to tell the public that such a plan
astronauts floating with ease dirty politics.
his family moved from here.
from one point to another inside
In San Jose, Costa Rica, spying and a coverup of ap- existed, said he hoped it would
Polly, age 39, is survived by
parent
crimes.
be
declassified
soon.
the huge weightless workshop, meanwhile, an associate of
his
wife, GMnda, and one son,
years
of
20
"In nearly
David R. Young, a former
which is as large as a three- financier Robert L. Vesco said
age two, Brighton, Mich.; his
process,
political
studying
the
National
Security
Council
aide
bedroom house.
he and Vesco would like to talk
mother, Mrs. Aubrey Polly of
But most of the time they with
Watergate the Fair Campaign Practices and a member of the White Orlando, Fal.; one sister, Mrs.
special
uncovered
no
House team connected to the
went about their work seriously prosecutor Archibald Cox about Committee has
Mich.;
campaign tactics comparable burglary at the office of Nell Vance of Brighton,
and with little conservation as "a missing link" in the case.
two brothers, Dub of Murray
damage
potential
extent
or
in
in
Ellsberg's
psychiatrist,
has
on
the
catch
up
they sought to
The associate, Canadian
and Bill Polly of Brighton,
schedule drawn up for their businessman Norman P. to a free, self-governing been granted immunity in Mich.
exchange for testimony, say
planned 28-day mission aboard LeBlanc, would not elaborate on society," the report said.
Funeral and burial services
STARTING OUT YOUNG—A Cambodian boy soldier, right,
Strauss and Symington were Time magazine and
The
the craft, man's longest space the link in talking with
will
be held in Brighton, Mich., escorts a captured insurgent guerrilla to a cornmasd post east of
independently
about
questioned
New
York Times.
mission.
newsmen Sunday. But he said
with the Keehn Funeral Home Phnom Penh after a skirmish between government troops and
Considering the crew's op- he and Vesco would like to meet some 4President's statements
in
charge
The Times said Young gave a there
of rebel forces near the hamlet of Angkor ('hey, about 17 miles from
timism, mission control passed Cox somewhere to tell their last week. He admitted for the
arrangementi.
federal
jury
damaging
on
ordered,
that
he
the Cambodian capital.
first
time
up a flight plan that called for story.
testimony against former top
(AP Wirephoto
workshop
completion
of
Cox was not available for grounds of national security, Nixon aides H. R. Haldeman
the FBI be limited in its
preparation today and ex- comment.
Investigation of the Watergate and John D. Ehrlichmith.
periment activation late in the
Vesco, former Atty. Gen.
day.
John N. Mitchell and former
What the Skylab astronauts Commerce Secretary Maurice
working
learn about living and
H. Stans have been indicted in
in space will help determine if connection with an unreported
man can embark on long space 9200,000 contribution to the 1972
Mrs. Lois Mathes of Route
voyages of the future.
Two, Parts, Tenn., sister of By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nixon campaign.
One of the victims died when
NASA doctors hope to gain
LeBlanc told newsmen that
Mrs. Edith Mathes of Murray, Tornadoes, heavy rains and a tornado ripped through the
volumes of knowledge from this the Central Intelligence Agency
died suddenly Friday morning strong winds marred Memorial Brent Baptist church, slicing
mission and the 56-day Skylab 2 is working clandestinely in By 1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS In.each of its five boroughs, at her home. She was 64 years of Day weekend observances from
the building in half. About 100
capped
by
the
veterans
parade
The nation honored its dead
and 3 flights scheduled aboard Costa Rica to "get rid of"
Oklahoma to.Florida
persons were attending the SunPlaza, age.
Grand
Army
the same laboratory later this Vesco, LeBlanc and other of all wars in Memorial Day in
The deceased was a member at least 35 lives and causing day night worship service.
Brooklyn, and the United War
ceremonies
across
parades
and
year.
of the Cottage Grove Church of millions of dollars of property
businessmen connected with
mountainous western
In
the country today, the first Veterans march up Riverside Christ. Born July 2, 1906, in damage.
Vesco. He did not elaborate.
North Carolina, four persons
Drive to the Soldiers and Sailobservance
peacetime
such
nine
Stewart County, she was the
ueatns were reported in
Chairman Robert S. Strauss
died in flash floods caused by
ors Monument in Manhattan.
daughter of the late Bob Sills states as the storms hop- torrential rains. Two of the vicof the Democratic National since American troops withdriving rain forced marchA
drew
from
Vietnam.
scotched across the Midwest tims' bodies were found in a
and Lizzie Lyons Sills.
Committee said Sunday that
neighborhood ers to cars for the procession
Traditional
Mrs. Mathes was married to and South.
Nixon was attempting to justify
house that was washed away
up the drive to the monument.
Authorities said hundreds of by the flooding New River.
Raymond Mathes,who sura partial Watergate coverup on marches and wreath laying obAmerican
gold
There,
led
bf
were
scheduled
but
servances
Funeral services for Coleman the pretext of national security.
vives, on October 16,1924. She is persons were injured and thouAn estimated 50 homes were
Buchanan of Murray Route Six But he predicted the public in Michigan special attention Star Mothers, 31 organizations also survived by two daughters, sands of homes were either destroyed or damaged Saturday
monuwreaths
at
the
placed
was
being
called
to
servicemen
were
held
Saturday won't buy it.
Mrs. Robert(Beth) Barrow of damaged or destroyed.
evening at Keefeton, a comment on a hillside overlooking Paris, Tenn., Route Two and
at 3:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Eleven persons were killed munity of 400 in eastern
"There's a big difference, and missing in action in Indochina.
bugler
River
as
a
Hudson
the
Families of 51 missing MichMax Churchill Funeral Home I think the public will unMrs. Duffle (Inetha) Rowlett of by twisters in Alabama; six Oklahoma. Four members of
with Rev. Charles Simmons and derstand the difference, bet- igan soldiers distributed hun- sounded Taps.
Chicago. Ill.; two sons, Leonard died in two accidents in Mis- one family—a man, his wife and
Graves at Ft. Snelling CemeRev. Willie Johnson officiating. ween national security and dreds of posters with the help
Mathes of Chicago, 111., and souri; five died in a tornado two of their daughters—were
Minneapolis
were
decotery
in
Serving as pallbearers were Nixon security," Strauss said in of the state Jaycees asking
Boyd Grey Mathes of Dallas, that struck Keefeton, Okla.; killed in the storm, and another
where the men were and blam- rated with small American Texas; one sister, Mrs. Edith three were killed in tornadoes
grandsons who were Donny a television interview.
daughter was hospitalized in
flags by more than 200 students
Buchanan, Danny Ragsdale,
Sen. Stuart Symington, D- ing the Communists for not
Mathes of Murray; one brother, in Jonesboro, Ark.; three critical condition. A fifth
Eddie Ragsdale, Larry Grugett, Mo., acting chairman of the identifying all of their prison- led by George Kaercher, 81, a Ila Sills of Evansville, Ind.; drowned in Kansas when a tor- Keefeton
resident was among
former teacher.
Donald Roach,Dickie Garland, Armed Services Committee, ers.
eight grandchildren; three nado struck their f=at; Uhe dead.
Kaercher began his ritual of great
Posters name one MIA each
and Michael Duncan. Burial said most of what the panel has
in
five were reported
grandchildren.
Some persons barely escaped
was in the Murray Memorial uncovered so far has nothing to and were to be carried in holi- decorating graves 33 years ago.
The funeral was held Sunday Tennessee; four drowned in
during
the
weekHe
said
that
the
storms' fury.
Gardens with the Max Churchill do with national security. The day parades.
Carolina;
floods
in
North
Chapel,
flash
at 130 p.m. at LeDon
end his group placed flags at
One reads:
In West Memphis, Tenn., 17
Funeral Home in charge of committee is investigating
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, a Florida man was killed in a
"Where is Robert Wilson? 51,000 graves.
arrangements.
activities of the Central InTenn., with Bro. Garvin twister and one person drowned members of the Clovis; Williams
Memorial Day, originally
family were inside their fourBuchanan, age 74, died telligence Agency and other Robert Wilson has been missing
Brundige and Bro. Henry in Laurel, Miss.
Friday at the Murray-Calloway links between government in North Vietnam since June Decoration Day, began as a Hargis officiating. Burial was
The tornadoes left little room home when it collapsed
County Hospital.
security agents and the 18, 1972 Throughout the long tribute to thaw who died in the in the Walker Cemetery.
standing in their unpredictable under a tornado's force. Mrs.
years of the Vietnam war the Civil War. Historically, it was
He is survived by his wife, Watergate wiretapping.
paths. They began in the Mid- Williams said it was more than
Mrs. Lula B. Hicks Buchanan;
"It seems to me that it's very Communist forces steadfastly first marked in the South in
west Saturday afternoon and an hour before she, her
four daughters, Mrs. Bill important that we don't con- refused to identify all of the 1866 when women decorated the
worked through the South and husband, 14 of their children
Grugett, Mrs. William Guest, sider the effort to bug the office Americans ... they took prison- graves of both their own ConSoutheast Sunday and early to- and one grandchild were
completely dug out of the
Mrs. Hazel Orr, and Mrs. of the chairman of the ers. Where are these men to- federate dead and the Yankees
day.
in Columbus, Miss.
Carolyn Stom, one son, Lloyd Democratic National Com- day?"
State police in Alabama said rubble. None of them was inThe practice gained its greatBuchanan, ten grandchildren, mittee as an effort to promote
Wilson is an Air Force capMichael Wayne Parrish, four at least 16 tornadoes touched /tired.
and five great grandchildren. or defend national security," tain from Detroit whose plane est impetus in 1868, however, days old son of Mr. and Mrs. down across the central and
"It looked like all smoke out
when Gen. John Logan, cornwas shot down.
Symington said.
Lynn Grove, northern sections of the state there, it was raining so hard,"
Parrish
of
Maxie
New York City has a scatter- mender of the Grand Army of died Saturday at 4:15 am. at Sunday night. Eight of the she said. "'Then the house just
Symington spoke on CBS'
"Face the Nation," Strauss on ing of local community obser- the Republic, the powerful Un- the Murray-Calloway County state's 11 deaths were reported fell in."
vances with one major parade ion veterans organization, is- Hospital.
NBC's "Meet the Press."
A group of fishermen told
In Brent, a town of 2,500. Police
sued a now famous general orborn on said more than 130 persons Civil Defense officials near
was
boy
little
The
der to decorate the graves of
Tuesday, May 22, and weighing were injured in the Alabama Laurel, Miss., they huddled
"our comrades" each May 30.
pounds three ounces at twisters, including 47 in Brent. under a concrete bridge when
two
Congress recently moved the
Final rites for Mrs. Gussie
Four persons were killed Sun- they saw a funnel approaching.
birth.
date to the last Monday in May
Geurin, widow of 0. Brown
Graveside rites were held day night in Brent, and four The funnel flattened trees on
to
make
it
a
three-day holiday
Geurin who died in 1956, were
Sunday at two p.m. at the others died today of injuries both sides of their hideout, but it
weekend.
held Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at
skipped over the bridge.
Temple Hill Cemetery with suffered in the storm.
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Rev. Richard West officiating.
Funeral Home with Dr. Samuel
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. AP) afternoon, after an overnight
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
R. Dodson, Jr., and Rev. Clovis — President Nixon, who has stay at Grand Cay. With him
Home had charge of the
Kemp officiating.
proclaimed this Memorial Day were Mrs. Nixon, daughters
arrangements.
Pallbearers were Jack an occasion for national prayer Tricia
Cox
and
Julie
The infant boy is !survived by
Gardner, Ted Lash, Joe Cun- for permanent peace, prepared Eisenhower, their husbands and
his parents and hie brothers,
ningham,Carrick Williams, Bill to return to Washington late neighbor C.G. Rebozo.
Paul Steven Parrish and Max
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
Hillman, and Forrest Riddle. today after a holiday stay
t
Allen Parrish, Jr., all of Lynn By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
"The problem for the average
Interment was in the Murray marred by the death of a secret
AP Special Correspondept
Grove; grandparents, Mr. and
Most Memorial Day weekend motorist is going to be turning
with
Cemetery
the service bodyguard in a
Hazel
Parrish
of
Ruppert
Mrs.
TOTNES, England (AP) —
motorists were able to find the into a station at the right place
arrangements by the Max helicopter crash.
How to help the environment, Route Two, Mrs. Nina Fox of gas they needed, but many at the right time," said Gordon
Churchill Funeral Home
Nixon, who flew here Friday May 24, 1973
and
G.C.
Fox
save on gas and improve en- Hazel Route One,
others across the country were Larkin of the California Office
Mrs. Geurin, age 81, died with his entire family, will be in ADULTS 102
gine performance all at once? of Hammond, Ind.; great confronted with locked service of Emergency Services. "And
Thursday at the Murray- the capital only briefly. He flies NURSERY 9
Mable
grandmothers,
Mrs.
Use pig dung, says British instations or gasoline rationing. I'm afraid right now, no one can
Calloway County Hospital. She to Iceland Wednesday morning
Fuqua of Murray Route Four.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ventor Harold Bate.
A service station attendant in tell him where that 'right'
was the daughter of the late Joel for summit talks there with
Mrs. Linda Janice Harison
"There's no odor at all, no
Oakland, Calif. who was location is going to be."
Franklin and Frances Adeline French President Georges
9th.
St.,
N.
Boy,
110
Baby
and
carbon monoxide fumes, no enrationing gas was shot and .
Williams Boatwright.
Pompidou.
"Frankly, I think any
Murray, Mrs. Jane Lee Denial gine knock," he claims. Bate
killed Saturday because he motorist who lets histitank get
Survivors are four daughters,
The helicopter, one in which
1001 W. Powers has modified his 1955 Hillman
Boy,
Baby
and
refused to sell to a man who had below half full... is oolLsh,"
Mrs. C.H. Williams, Mrs. E.A. Nixon had flown in the past, fell
Apt. 1, Muncie, Ind., Mrs. so that at the flick of a switch
filled his tank on Friday, police Larkin added.
Riddle, Mrs. J.V. Cunningham, Into the Atlantic Saturday night
Baby
Dorothy Nell Wallace and
he can convert his engine from
said.
and Mrs. Ted Leah; one son, near Grand Cay in the
Gas
was not scarce
Girl, Rt. 1, Cadiz.
burning gasoline to methane
The funeral for Mrs. Cora
Witnesses told police the irate everywhere. "We've never had
R.B. Geurin; three sisters, one Bahamas, where the Nixon,'
gas distilled from pig manure.
Hurley Blackburn, mother of customer threatened the at- a shortage down here," the
DISMISSALS
brother, 11 grandchildren, 13 were guests at the home of New
He got the idea during the Dr. Walter E. Blackburn of tendant, Henry Craigs,50 with a operator of a
Miss Kimberly Michele Rose,
great grandchildren, and one York industrialist Robert
service station at
1500 Clayshire, Murray, Suez Crisis of 1956, when gaso- Murray, was held Saturday at shotugn and then pulled the West Yellowstone, Montana,
Abplanalp.
, great great grandchild.
line
stations were closing all ten a.m. at the Roth Funeral trigger when Craigs apparently said.
Nixon ordered a Defense Jonathan Dew Kimbro, 811
Chapel, Paducah, with Rev. reached for a gun in his pocket.
Department investigation of the Olive St., Murray, Miss Lori over Britain.
Average weekly refinement
accident, which claimed the life Lynn Crouse, Rt. 2, Box VW, "Human waste would work, John Wood officiating. Burial The motorist was booked for production is 45 million barrels
too,"
the
65-year-old inventor was in the Mapleview Cemetery investigation of murder.
of J. Clifford Dietrich, 25, a Murray, Rude O.T. Stalls Dr.,
of gas a week, according to the
newcomer to the White House 106 S. 13th. St., Murray, Mrs. said. "But pig manure is more at Marion.
"People are really mad." Treasury
Department.
Continued from Page I
Active
and
honorary said a station owner in Cin- American
Secret Service detail who was Mary Steely Brandon, 1707 potent. Gets you off to a faster
motorists
use about
start.
It
pallbearers
were
seems the greater the
J. Brandon cinati, Ohio, where a break- 47
making his first presidential Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Talonne
million barrels a week and
a man is only interested in
stink, the higher the octane. Price, Bob Cherry, Richard down at the Standard Oil
crewmen
and
six
McCornick,
Rt.
6,
Box
98,
trip.
Three
the figure is expected to reach
money, he's money mad.
Price, Joe Brown, Herman Refinery in Lima was causing
other agents aboard escaped Benton, Mrs. Martha Faircloth More heat involved."
49 million barrels during the
If he keeps it, he's a miser.
Bate's
Graham,
Ed
Darnell,
conversion device for
Herman additional problems in the
from the craft, which capsized and Baby Girl, Hardin, Mrs.
summer.
If he invests it, he's a
but remained afloat.
Ervon Motile() King, Rt. 6, producing the methane gas Boyd, Ralph Bishop, Clarence state. The refinery has been
capitalist.
looks like a Frisbee, weighs Drug, Stanton Carney, W.C. closed since April 27 and most of
There
are
nine
other
identical
Murray,
Luther
J.
Atkins,
Box
MONEY WASTERS
If he doesn't have it, he's a
Sikorsky VH3A helicopters in 24, Puryear, Tenn., Albert little more than a pound, and Jetton, M.O. DeJarnatt, Walter the 2,00 Sohio service stations in
Fifty
ne'er do well.
embers of a Nationcosts
833
including air freight Howerton, William E. Paxton, Ohio were shut Sunday.
the Presidential fleet. In service Perry Farris, Rt. 5, Murray,
al Arreives team have
If he doesn't seek it, he lacks
from the factory — Bilte's ga- C. Warren Eaton, and Herman
will
they
years,
Corcoran,
than
10
Mrs.
Frances
Helen
more
for
While there was no indication
-.
worked for more than a year
ambition.
Korb. be replaced by larger and faster 408 Kerney, Carmi, ill., Mrs. rage.
of an immediate nationwide
counting differea..federal
If he' gets it without working,
About
100 pounds of manure
Mrs..
,Blackburn, age 98,
helicopters if Congress ap- Mary Elizabeth Like, Hazel,
forms currently in use and
he's a parasite..
shortage, holiday motorists
a budget request ttio:Ia,_ Mrs. Gussie Geurin (expire0), becomes the equivalent of a_ succumbed Wednesday it Di
have already- —identified
were*
hutting
If he getsit only after- a long proves
an
additional
10741 7th, Murray, Howard tank of gasoline when straw is Piarview Nursing Home,
700,000 different ,forms They
strain on supplies that are
life of hard work, he's a fool who Onding.
added
.Paducah.
She
to
was
form carbon and wawife of ttie
The President returned to his Elmus Perry (expired) 4024,2
anticipate the final count will
already faltering under ingot nothing out of life.
ler to produce hydrogen.
late Judge W.A. Blackburn.
Key Biscayne home Sunday 1st St., Murray.
be more than a million.
creased demands.

Nation Honors War Dead
With Ceremonies Today

Sister Of Local
Woman Expires At Least 35 Die In
At Her Home Tornadoes In Country

Buchanan Services
Held Here Saturday

Four Day Old
Son Dies Here

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Geurin

Nixon Florida Stay
Marred By Accident

Put A Pig
In Your Tank

Some Motorists fiat
Gas Shortage Effects

Hospital Report

Funeral Rites Held
For Mrs. Blackburn
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Howard Perry Rites
Services for Howard Perry of
402% North 1st Street, Murray,
are being held today at two p.m.
at St. John's Baptist Church
with Rev. C.E. Timberlake
Officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
with
the
Cemetery
arrangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home where the wake
was held Sunday from seven to
nine p.m.
Perry, retired barber, died
Thursday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
one
Survivors
include
daughter, Miss Troce Virginia
Perry, one son, Drake Perry,
two sisters, three brothers, and
several nieces and nephews.

Infant Daughter
Dies On Sunday
Teresa Michele Paschall,
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall, Jr., of
Murray Route Three, died at
12:05 p.m. Sunday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby was born at
9:20 a.m. the same day.
The infant is survived by her
parents; grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Paschall, Sr., of
Murray Route Seven and Mr.
and Mrs BWy Raspberry of
Hazel; great grandparents,
Mrs. Ophie Paschall, Gerstal
Paschall, Mrs. Ruby Allbritten,
and Mrs. Gladys Raspberry, all
of Hazel.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Bro. Schultz
officiating.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.

J. 0. Wilson
Dies Today At
Local Hospital
John Otis Wilson succumbed
this morning at 5:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, where he had been a
patient since Saturday. He
was 62 years of age.
The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Ola Mae
Rivers of Detroit, Mich., one
son, John Wilson of Detroit,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Vada
Smith of Paducah; one brother,
Claude Wilson of Florida.
Funeral arrangements are
Incomplete but friends may call
at the Max Churchill Funeral
Home after eleven a.m. on
Tuesday.

Mrs. Utley Dies
Here On Friday
Mrs. Lily B. Utley died
Friday at 4:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 89 years of
age and the wife of the late
Jesse W. Utley.
The deceased was a member
of the Hardin Church of Christ.
She is survived by one son,
Voris Utley of Hardin, and two
grandchildren, Bill White Of
Benton and Dr. L Thomas
Utley of Southaven, Miss.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Bro. John L. Hicks and Bro.
Kenneth Hoover officiating.
Interment was in the Briensburg Cemetery.

Mrs. Aquilla Haley
Succumbs Friday
Funeral services for Mrs.
Aquilla Haley, age 78, of
Mayfield Route Five were held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Ira
Henderson as the minister.
Burial was in the Hollan
Cemetery in Graves County.
Mrs. Haley died Friday at
7:23 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paduch. She was a member of
-the New Home Baptist Church.
Among the survivors are her
husband,Sam Haley; daughter,
Mrs. Mary Wilma Canapt
sister, Miss Minnie Haan, and
brother, Tom I4o
all 7of
Mayfield Route Five, and a
grandson, Michael Canup of
Murray Route One.
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World War II

World War I
Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur

Korean War
Bobby Gene Burchett
M.C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

Vietnam War
James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell

hi

Albert Bradford Armstrong Joe L. Lyles
Billy Ray Atkins
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
John Brent Bedwell
James Talmadge Lovett
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
S.C. Byerly
Thomas P. Crawford
Herman Maynard
Tom Moffitt
Codie Campbell
Alvin Calhoon
John Hugh Mason
Parvin Cook
Guy McDaniel
Coy H. Darnell
James F. McDougal
William H. Doran
Newbern McCullar
Lewis Chester Dodds
Raymond McDaniel
Ruble Leo Dunn
William Thomas McCage
Hugh Grey Erwin
Gordon W. McCuiston
Ordest Houston Erwin
Preston Norman
Bailey Watson Dockery
Tom Olive
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
James Orville Osbron
William L. Edwards
James Knight Parker
Randall Griffin
James Ralph Pate
Max R. Guthrie
Daryl Parks
Henry Clay Garland
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
Charlie T. Rowland
James Max Grogan
Keith Ross
Rufus Griffin
Robert Lee Skinner
Earl V.,Grogan
Tommy Harris
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
Eugene D. Hutchens
W.L.N. Simpson
Lilburn Van Huie
In M. Smith
Carlis C. Hurt
Hilton Stafford
Loyd G. Hodges
David Ewing St. John
C.C. Hughes
James Hafford,Smith
Edward Hopper
Joseph Brown/Wilson
Albert V. Hughes
Vernon Thompson
Cody Jones
Leland W. Thompson
Herschel! C. Johnson
Edward West
Royce E. Jones
Billie Ray Walston
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Milbirn Ray Wrye
Earl Knight
,erne Cooper
Troy Ivel Lewis '

Tribute and for Remembrance

A TIME OF PEACEFUL REMEMBRANCE
Democracy. Freedom. The American
experience and spirit is founded on These
words. In times of peril our servicemen
have defended this spirit with dedication
and courage. Many have given their lives
to preserve it. Today, young men from
our community are continuing to uphold
tradition.Our hearts and thoughts are with
them,and with all those men before them.

Memorial Day is a time for quiet reflection. A time to honor our servicemen
of past and present. And, as we rekindle
the memory of what they have given to
their country and to each of us, we also
prayerfully work and hope for peace.
Across the land there will be parades and
speeches of commemoration. Its our way
to proudly and reverently _give thanks.

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any ofour
war dead are not listed here, please call the Ledger 8c Times'
and their names will appear on the next Memorial D di) along _
with the heroes listed here.)
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Churches concerned
over alienated vets
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK —Now that the
tumult and the shouting over
the returned prisoners of war
have died, attention is turning
to the three million other men

who served in the Vietnam
war
Unsung and even, in some
cases, unwanted, these men
are being increasingly confronted by closed doors wherever they turn — in their communities, in the academic

For The Very Best
Elect

world, in the world of work
and sometimes even at
church.
Religious organizations are
becoming deeply concerned
'alst the rise of a new minority geoup — men, mainly
blacks and Hispanics, who
fought in the war and now find
no place for themselves in the
country that taught them and
sent them out to be killers.
, The churches are being sensitized to the need for reconciliation at home that is one of
the legacies of the war.

J. D.
Rogers
for

Jailer
Honesty
Integrity
Service

Rogers for Jailer
Pol. ad,paid for by J.D. Rogers,1639 Farmer

Only recently the National
Council of Churches and the
Lutheran Council in the
U.S.A. joined in sponsoring a
meeting in St. Lows attended
by veterans, officials of the
Veterans Administration,
health and welfare workers,
and psychiatrists and other
professionals who come into
contact with veterans.
They gathered to form a national coalition to give the
broadest possible "visibility"
to the needs of Vietnam veterans and to launch a lobbying
effort to convince the government at all levels and the public that the Johnnies who
came marching home from
Southeast Asia after "routine" tours of duty are as deserving of a chance to make
something of their lives as the
men who were tortured and
humiliated in captivity.
Participants in that meeting and others who are concerned about the future of veterans are determined to suppress the "popular" image of
the Vietnam GI as being
"sick,""hung up on drugs" or
even potentially violent.
Dr. Robert Jay Lifton, a
Yale University psychiatrist,
told the delegates that the
welcome accorded the nearly
500 released prisoners of war
was evidence that America
was "desperate for heroes."
What he termed the "scandalous treatment" of the three
million more who served
showed, he said,that America
was "deep Into evil, that it
gradually perceived that the
war was filthy" and that it
shunted dislike off onto veterans

To The Citizens o
Murray:
Recently there has been considerable talk about selling
our present City Park.

Thirty representatives of
church organizations were at
the meeting in St. Lows. They
promised to seek space for
veterans' projects in local
church buildings, to urge establishment of a ministry to
veterans in every denomination and to find a way to
spread the story of veterans
and their needs as widely as
possible,

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky Colley of Agriculture
Have you ever wondered
why, in the bird world, the
male of the species is usually
more colorfully and handsomely clothed than his
mate?. One theory is that this
is for purposes of race survival.
If, fix instance, the female
cardinal possessed the ornamental plumage of her mate,
she should, while nesting, be
more easily spotted by predators and destroyed. Only by
being inconspicuous are most
female birds able to protect
their eggs and nestling from
discovery by crows, jays,
squirrels, and other wild creatures that wouldn't mind a
meal of bird eggs or young
birds.

I Pledge my efforts
to this end!

scious vanity. When among
hens, he drags his wings and
spreads his tail like a Japanese
fan, shifting it this way and
that to show the exquisite,
iridescent play of sunlight
over the feathers.
Several years ago a little
4-year-old girl from the city
was visiting her grandparents
in the country and, walking
out on the porch one spring
moming, the spotted an old
gobbler strutting about in the
poultry yard. After looking at
the big bird in wonder for a
few seconds, she rushed back
inside calling: "Mommy,
Mommy, come here quick.
Grandma's old turkey has
burst into bloom!"
Some bird enthusiasts have
speculated that, in the avian
world, the feminine love of
beauty caused the development of the gorgeous colors
of the males, while the need
for protection of the home
kept the female plumage
modest and less noticeable.
This may be true because
Mother Nature is a very wise
old woman.

Perhaps it is for this reatoo, that young or immature birds adopt the
clothes of their mother rather
than the father, If, upon leaving the nest, young birds were
bright in color, foraging
hawks would soon detect
them and their chances of
growing up would be small
indeed.
Most male birds do not assist their mates in brooding
but find a comfortable perch
somewhere nearby, sing loudly, and display their gorgeous
clothes. Because of this apparent show of vanity, male

For
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DUPLICATING

Recognition was given during
the program to Francis T.
Jaquith of Paducah, who was
selected by his fellow students
as the outstanding member of
the chapter on the bases of
scholarship, leadership and
comradeship.
Other
student
charter
members are: Jame G. Acuff,
Benton; James M. Alexander,
Fulton; Patrick D. Cain,
Louisville; Donald T. Dixon and
Richard B. Still, both of
Paducah; Sally A. Fleming,
Murray; Gary D. Belson and
Phillip J. Owens, both of
Owensboro; Joseph E. Hunter,
Princeton, Ind.; Mike D. McDaniels, Almo; Walter C.
Mosher, Mayfield; James R.
Ricketts, Morganfield; and
Thomas R. Vreeland, Greenville.

50443 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 753-4662
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To-The Voters of.
Murray Datsun; Hazel, Providence,

WM. R. FURCHES

From observation, it does
appear that male birds are
proud of their beautifill
feathers-the turkey gobbler
represents one of the best
examples. The gobbler is a living expression of self-con-

*VOTE*

in the area of criminal justice
activities. Membership is
restricted to professionals and
to college level students
preparing for careers in
criminology or police science.
National headquarters for
Lambda Alpha Epsilon are
located in Sacramento, Calif

Robert L. Whitten, director of
criminology at Murray State
and faculty adviser to the
chapter, was alao installed as it
charter member.
Founded in 1937, Lambda
Alpha Epsilon is a fraternal
devoted to the
association
furtherance of professionalism

Ralph 13oaa

birds have been accused of
being lazy and vaingonous
and of shirking their family
duties. This is not necessarily
so. To the contrary, the males
may be wise and prudent
householders. Instead of attracting the attention of some
predatory jay or roving squirrel to the nest, they distract
attention from it by both
their color and song_

The Rev, Richard Killrner,
director of the National Council of Churches' Emergency
Ministry Concerning the War,
cited psychiatric studies identifying a "post Vietnam syndrome" in some veterans. He
defined this syndrome as a
mixture of guilt feelings, reMay 23, 1973
sentment at having been
.101
made a "scapegoat," rage at ADULTS.
-having been duped and NURSERY ..
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
manipulated," an awareness
Mrs. Carol Lynn Boaz and
of having been "brutalized by
combat," an attitude of Baby Girl, Route 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
alienation from their own
Ronny Keys Blakely, Route 1,
feelings and those of others,
and lingering doubts about Murray, Leon Duncan, Almo,
their ability to love and accept Franklin D. Elkins, Route 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Iva Lee Jackson,
love.
Box 109, Murray, Mrs.
Killmer said that this set of Route 1,
conditions had been corn- Marsha Carol Phillips, Hardin,
pouned by: a reluctance on Ewin Ramsey, Route 1, Dexter,
the part of employers to hire Mrs. Lucille Grant Ray, Route
the "new" veteran, a GI bill 1, Hazel, James Burney Wilson,
far "stingier" than those fol- 305 N. 6th Street, Murray, Mrs.
lowing other wars, fewer col- Jane Polly Underhill, 1601
lege and university efforts to College Farm Road, Murray,
encourage veterans to go Mitchel Rule, Route 5,
back to school, and a higher Mayfield, Nathan E. Cohoon,
unemployment rate for veter- Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Beulah
ans, particularly blacks, than Walker Flood, 614 Hurt Street,
nonveterans of the same age. Murray, Frank Benjamin
He also complained that the Leffler, Box 28, Hazel, Mrs.
Addle Elliott Swattell, Route 1,
church had not been fulfilling
its duty to veterans'as it might Cadiz, Mrs. Hilda Ruth Ward,
have done.
Route 1, Box 58, Murray, Baby
Girl Doran(expired) 1813 Ryan,
-The United States has
Murray, Cecil Outland (exFailed to bind up the wounds of
pired), Route 7, Murray, Dr.
its own countrymen resulting
William M. Savage (expired),
from its own warfare," he de802 College Courts, Murray.
clared.

Murray State University
became Kentucky's first officially installed chapter of
Epsilon
Alpha
Lambda
criminal justice fraternity
during ceremonies recently at
Ken-Bar Resort near Gilbertsville.
Nineteen charter members
attended the banquet and
charter installation ceremony
for the Alpha Epsilon chapter.
Officers for the 1973-74 school
year were also elected and
installed during the meeting.
They are:
Danny G. Bozarth of Cadiz,
president; Edwin K. McIntyre
of Calvert City, svice-president;
Donna M. De Labor of White
secretaryMd.,
Plains,
treasurer; and Ronald E. King
of Murray, sergeant-at-arms.

* RE-ELECT *

son,

Hospital Report

We must retain our Park,
repair as needed and buy
more acreage for expansion.

MSU Is First Chapter Justice Fraternity

Outdoor Lore

RELIGION: 1973

PAGE THIRTEE

Phone 753-9084

KNITS should be DRYCLEINED by PROFESSIONALS
- Pol. ad aid or by Gerald Tabers, 1619 Kirkwood Dr.
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Father's Day Gifts Get
Sporting Recommendation

Down the

arden Path

I

NEW YORK AP) — Before
buying sports equipment as a
Father's Day gift, be certain
what you want.
By Max. W. P. WILLIAMS
Haven't
the
iris
been
beautiful. A veritable rainbow of
luscious colors, from the
deepest of blue and purple to
pure white and all the pastel
shades. I like the plicata with
their dainty stitching around the
edges and the bi-colors. In fact
there isn't a single one that I
don't like. Each one is a work of
art in its own class. One of my
favorites is Limelight, a yellow
that is almost a chartreuse in
some lights, and is crinkled and
gathered up like it had been
done with needle and thread.
And the Magnolias" They are
just coming into their own. Long
symbolizing the South in all its
glory, they are stately and
majestic in their purity and
heavenly odor, I cut the first
blossom this week and the tree
looks as if it were lit with
candles as the tall gleaming
buds lift their
whiteness
skyward.
With the exception of some
annuals being a little late, one
can hardly see any damage done
by the constant rains of early
wring. Roses are beginning to
gloom, geraniurnehre showing
ibeir brightness, my little
ageratum plants are beginning
Co bloom. Begonia's in the
banging baskets are full of buds
and I even found a bud on one of
the petunia plants this week. So
the months move along and
Somehow things come asit
alright.
I am excited over a little plant
ihat has such an exotic blossom,
the Sprekelia. It is almost like

an orchid, its bright scarlet
petals spreading out in all
directions. Most of the bulbs I
planted got water-logged and did
not even put up a blade. But this
one made the effort worthwile
and I intend to buy enough next
fall to really make a display. It
is a small bulb and properly
mulched I believe they would go
through our winters. At least I
am going to try it for they are
lovely.
We are going to need to water
our flowers pretty soon as the
ground
dried
has
out
unbelieveably fast. A few hot
afternoons in the full sun,
especially with the wind blowing
will take up the moisture from
deep down. But, I for one am not
complaining. It is much easier
to add water on a hot day, than it
is to take it up out of the soil. We
just take whatever weather
comes and makes the best of it.
We can always adjust to
whatever conditions are with us
and we find that, after all, plan is
are able to take adverse
conditions better than we think
they can
Off the curio shelf!
it Ph -IORK
NEU
Eighty-four Connecticut senior
citizens participated in the start
of a Senior Intern Program in
the nation's capital a a hue
back.
Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr,
of Connecticut,originator of the
plan,says its objective is -to get
old people off the curio shelf
and into the cockpit where the
action is.

GENUINE DIAMONDS
In Exciting Combinations with

Come in and see our up to date
collection of brilliant fashions.

mu
'117

grV".
QUOLITY JEWERRS
Paris, Tennessee

ELECT

MAX E. MORRIS
Your Coroner
. Remember .
If you live in the city or
county you can vote for
MAX E. MORRIS
No. 2 on the ballot
Paid Pol. ad.
paid for by Max E. Morris

Whether it is adding equipment for Dad's favorite sport
or introducing him to a new
game, it's best to make sure
the gift doesn't just sit in the
closet. Here are some recommendations from the experts.
For dad the tennis player,
there are many rackets for all
degrees of expertise. Threetime Wimbledon champion

Milan
challenges
the car
Linda Louise ILesliei Roehm, senior English major, received Alpha Phi Gamma Publications
Award given annually by that organization at Oakland City College, Ind. Alpha Phi Gamma is an
honorary journalism fraternity open to students who have worked at least three quarters on a
campus publication. Linda is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Leslie, Jr., Route One, Alm°.

ST JOHN'S JOURNAL

Watergate points
up dipping ethics
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
"No man can lead a public
career worth leading," observed Teddy Roosevelt in his
autobiography, "... if he is
vulnerable in his private
character."
This is the core and guts of
the Watergate caper. Mr.
Nixon's private character and
judgment come clearly into
question by surrounding himself with men apparently willing to go to any lengths to gain
Jind hold political power.
While Watergate represents
a personal character problem, it is also a character
problem that afflicts both
parties and their leading Personalities.
For the entire affairls one
more example of the steady
deterioration of ethics in our
political life and confirms the
most cynical view that U.S.
politics has become irrational, vicious, and virulent. In a
larger sense, however, Watergate makes woefully apparent why men must have
ethical principles if they are
not to become barbarians in
the stewardship of public
business.
Overlooked in the clamor
about Watergate are the climate and events that created
this inept episode of political
espionage: climate and
events that have had a large
hand in shaping the personalpolitical character of Richard
M. Nixon. A look at the last
few national elections will illustrate what we mean.
In 1960, for example, John
F. Kennedy won over Richard
Nixon by the narrowest of
margins. It was an election
with two elements that embittered the Republicans in general and Mr. Nixon in particular.

NOW BUYING
High School rx'
BOOKS
S

Sell those Textbooks now, before
they are changed or become old
editions.

First, the GOP and Mr. Nixon to this day believe that
there was substantial evidence to suggest that the narrow JFK victory was the direct result of widespread
Democratic voter fraud in
cities like Chicago and St.
Louis.
Second, the press coverage
of the campaign was manifestly pro-Kennedy-Democratic Party .
"There is no doubt," Theodore White later observed in
"The Making of a President
1960," "that ( a) kindliness,
respect and cultivation of the
press colored all the reporting
that came from the Kennedy
campaign, and the contrast
colored adversely the reportof the Nixon campaign.

Thus, Mr. Nixon's bitterness towards the press would
publicly explode in that now
famous outburst in the Mune
diate aftermath of his ill-fated
1962 bid for governor of California in which Mr Nixon said
that the press "would not
have Mr. Nixon to kick around
anymore."
Reflecting on the 1964 campaign, there are few who
would not now concede that
the GOP headed by Barry
Goldwater was subjected to
perhaps the most vicious and
systematic political fear-andsmear campaign by the
Democrats and Lyndon Johnson in the history of American
political campaigns.
It is evident, too, that the
late president did either considerable trimming of the
truth or told outright lies •
about his aims in Asia, while
portraying his opponent as
someone who would plunge
the United States into an
Asian land war and thus, nuclear war.
This campaign of deceit and
distortion, aided and abetted
by the press, would come
back to haunt the Democrats.
For during the 1968 presidential campaign and the Chico-

go convention, disorders and
deliberate acts of violence for
purposes of provocation were
instiSuted by factions within
the Democratic Party, allegedly to protest Johnson's
Vietnam policy.
The consequences of these
disorders was to lower still
further the political ethics of
the country.
The part the press played in
reporting the Chicago events
and the 1968 campaign is believed by both the GOP lad
Mr. Nixon to have been, as in
1960 and 1964, very pro-Democratic and anti-Republican or
Nixon.
With this background and
with the confrontation continuing during the GOP's first
term between the "eastern
press" and the Nixon administration, it is easy to understand why in the 1072 campaign the widespread political
espionage and sabotage operations was mounted and justified in the minds of the Nixon
team. They had made the
same ethical error of men like
Robert Kennedy in asstuning
that it didn't make any difference how you won, so long as
you won.
The Nixon team assumed
that if they played by the rules
of their political enemies,
they couldn't help but end up
winning
Watergate will remain as a
standing reminder to those
willing to see its important
lessons that when you play by
the rules of your enemies, you
end up losing.
(St. John is a CBS Radio
Network "Spectrum" commentator and is seen on the
CBS-TV "Morning News"
with John Hart.)
TAX BITE
Total government (federal,
state and local) tar collections in fiscal 1973 will be the
equivalent of $5,070 per American household, according to
the Tax Foundation, Inc.

FORECAST
FOR TOMORROW:
Profitable Action ...
IF YOU ORDER A
LEDGER & TIMES
WANT AD!!

RONALD
E. JONES

Wallace's

Ward B, No. 8 on the Ballot

Across From MSU Library'

Dozens of different skis are
available for dad the skier.
JOHN NEWCOMBE
John Newcombe, a member of
the Rawlings professional players advisory staff, says both
wood and metal rackets are
fine. He plays with both types.
-First find out your dad's
weight and hand size. And keep
in mind," he adds, "that heavier, thicker grips should be used
by strong players."
Newcombe advises matching
a racket to your father's playing ability and preferences. Nylon strung rackets are used by
most occasional players, he
says, because they are less expensive and more durable.

Most manufacturers have a
ski in their line for everybody,
according to Billy Kidd,
world champion and captain of
the Hart Demonstration Team.
-If you know your dad's
height, weight and ski ability,
you can buy him spiffy. new
competition skis which could
revive and excite his skiing,"
Kidd said.
Kidd believes that any man
who has reached an intermediate level of skiing should
ski on competition models.
For an acIive father, sports
equipment comes for many shapes, sizes, prices and levels'
of expertise.

Please Vote for

JERRY HENR
City Council
Ward B
No. 3 on the Ballot
Pol Ad paid for by Jerry Henry,
1400 Vine St., Murray

* VOTE FOR *

- MARVIN HARRIS
— for —

County Court Clerk
No. 1 at Experience and Qualification, and No. 1
on the Ballot
Pol. Ad Paid for by Marvin Harris 1644)W. Olive, Murray, Ky

* Please Vote *

CLEO
COLSON
for

Magistrate
DISTRICT NO. 1
I will try to make a
Magistrate you will
be proud of.
THANK YOU!
Paid pol ad paid tor by
Cleo Colson, RR. I, Alm°, Ky

.4411

Voters of Murray I hope we can elect a Mayor and 12 City Councilmen
who will stand and work together in an administration
characterized by:
v Pride in achievement
Respect for differing opinions
v Dignity in behavior
v Maturity in judgement
v Love for the City of Murray

7.)

WE URGE YOU TO VOTE ...

* We Pay Top Cash *
--Open 8 to 6
Book Store

There still may be hope for
the smog-ridden, trafficchoked downtown areas of the
world's major cities — provided they take a cue train officials of Milan, Italy.
A combination of zany Italian motorists, who follow few
if any rules of the road, and
srnog which doctors said was
worse on the htunan system
that half a pack of cigarettes
finally convinced the Milan
government it should do
something.
So it ordered a wide swath
of downtown Milan chained
off from automobiles. The
city's imer core now is strictly for pedestrians. The air is
clear, there is no clamor of
honking horns and revved up
en,gines, or the shouts of irate
Italian motorists.
The Milan city fathers realize this is tough on many
whose yobs are downtown and
who either must park outside
the business district, ride to
work on a bus, buy a bike or
walk. They are planning a
20,000-car parking area outside the downtown district.
Only authorized government cars can get through the
chain wall around downtown
Milan, a city of some 1.5 million_
Milan thus becomes the
first known major city in the
world to challenge the supremacy of the motorcar.
Ironically, for several years
American planners have discussed the sealed-off downtown approach to solving
smog and traffic problems in
many large U.S. cities.
William Ruckleshaus, while
he was boas of the Environmental Protection Agency,
warned that such drastic
measures might have to be
Imposed on some cities. But
no government agency, federal, state or local, has taken
that first brave at yet.
The outcry would be loud in
American cities if motorists
me morning found they were
barred from driving downtown to work. Yet it might
subside if people discovered
once again that walking is hal
and good for you, and smogless air is a refreshing
change, too.

For dad the golfer, Tony Penna, a champion golfer who designs his own clubs, suggests
buying an extra that most men
do not already have. Most
serious golfers, he points out.
already have a full line of clubs
they wouldn't trade for all the
tea in China.
Penna suggests a unique put.
-Serwith a telescoping shaft oi
a special iron for sand traps. If
something a little less expensive is what you had ire
mind, consider a soft leather
golfing glove for the golfing father.

City Council
ABILITY, CHARACTER,
SINCERITY
Young enough to help
_ _Murray progress In the
right direction:
Paid Pol. Ad. Paid for by
Jones Iron & Metal Co Melton E. Jones, Owner

Marshall P. Jones
_ffornier United States Ambassador)
Pel. Adv.

id for by Marshall P. Jones 1313 Main St., Murray.
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opportunity to work with budgets
running into millions of dollars.

QUALIFIED BECAUSE OF:

During my Chairmanship of the
Police Committee our Police
Department has been considerably
up-graded. Acting favorably upon
my recommendation the City
Council hired a full complement of
--- Officers and Patrolmen. This has
resulted in improved law en
-forcement by more and better
patrolling of our City. I strongly
believe in firm, but tactful, law
enforcement.

1. My FULL-TIME Availability
2. My Leadership TRAINING
3. My Thirty Years MANAGEMENT
EXPERIENCE
ABILITY to Delegate
4. My
Authority
5. I am EXPERIENCED in
Budgetary Management
6. MY CONCERN FOR ALL
CITIZENS VIEWS, AND
7. I WANT TO WORK WITH THE
GOVERNMENT,
COUNTY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
LABOR AND MANAGEMENT
TO ADVANCE ONE OF THE
FASTEST GROWING CITIES
IN THE COUNTRY. WITH
WILL
COOPERATION
IT
CONTINUE TO BE FIRST!

There are several areas requiring
special and concerted effort on the
part of the Mayor. I will strive to
achieve workable solutions for the
following;
1. Recreational Development (we
must retain our preserit parks and
acquire additional acreage for
expansion)

To The Citizens
Of Murray:
It is very difficult for me to put
Into words my appreciation for your
acceptance of my candidacy for
MAYOR.
We have canvassed the entire city,
house to house, in an attempt to
discuss with you, the needs of our
city; and the needs are many.
"A-g—ood many of you were not at
home when we came by, and
regrettably we were not able to talk
with you. So, for you, and those we
missed in our previous announcements, I want to restate my
affiliations, training, experience and
qualifications.
I was born in Calloway County and
except for the time spent on active
duty in the United States Air Force,
have lived either in the county or in
Murray. My family has been in the
Murray Area for over 100 years, and
we have been life-long Democrats.
My wife, Mildred, and I have lived at
407 North Fifth Street for 25 years
and 7 months.
We have two foster sons; three
sons and a daughter. Delbert is
married to the former Linda Bazzell
and is manager of Del's Gulf Service. Ray is married to the former
Marilyn Lee and is- a city mail

2. A continuing effort to achieve
growth and progress for business
and industry.
3. The eradication of the
menance from our City.

carrier. Buel Jr. lives at home and
is manager of my plant. Fred Paul is
married to the former Linda Hargiss
and works in our plant. Dianne is
married to Lt. Samuel A. Jessen, of
the United States Air Force and
Michael, the youngest, is a senior at
Murray State University.
I am /a. member of Calvary Temple
First Pentecostal Church Of God. I
am -serving my 25th year as Sunday
School Superintendent, 24th year as
a member of the Board of Trustees,
and twenty second year as Chairman of the Finance Committee. We
have recently built a new sanctuary
on 641 South.
I am a member of Murray Lodge
No. 105 F & AM, a past Master and
currently serving my 17th year as
secretary. A member and several
times past Patron of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 O.E.S. A member
and past High Priest of Murray
Chapter No. 92 RAM.; Murray
Council No. 50 R. & S.M.; a member
of Fulton
Commandery No. 34,
K.T.; member of Rizpah Shrine
Temple; A member and past Consul
Commander of Rainey T. Wells
Camp 592 WOW.; a member of

Post No. 73 The American Legion;
Charter member Kentucky Lake
Toastmasters Club and a member of
the Board of Directors of Southern
Bible College of Houston, Texas.
I served as a member of the City
Council from 1957 to 1959. Also from
1971 to the present time. I am
currently Chairman of the Police
Committee, Vice Chairman of Water
& Sewer Committee and a member
of the Budget and Finance Committee.
I am self-employed, the owner of
Murray Machine & Tool Company
and M & S-Steel Company. As stated
previously, my son manages the
plant, and I can devote as much time
as needed to be a WORKING
MAYOR.
I am a retired Lt. Colonel from the
active Air Force Reserve. I received
specialized training at Atlantic City,
N.J.; Boston, Mass; Boca Raton,
Fla.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Cheyenne,
Wy.; completed courses at Chanute
Air Force Base, Ill.; The Air
University and graduated from the
Yale University School of Maintenance Engineering. I attended
Murray State University. My service experience afforded me the

for c.
Paid forlv Buel Stalls Campaign Committee, Bue E. Stalls, Jr., Treasurer

drug

4. A considerate and enforceable dog
leash law.
5. Additional downtown parking.
6. Expenditure of Revenue Sharing
Funds in a way to keep taxes at the
lowest possible level.
7. Continuing emphasis on training
hi all departments of the City.
8. Continuing efforts to keep spending within the limits of the Anriiial
Budget.
The opportunity for growth and
progress for our City is great for the
next four years. To take advantage
of these opportunities, I promise to
appoint a Citizens Advisory Committee to work with the Mayor and
City Council.
I promise to hold Public Hearing
on all major policy matters. This
procedure is necessary for the
collection of information from
concerned citizens so intelligent
decisions can be made.
I hope you agree 'that I am
Qualified and will vote for me for
MAYOR on May 29th.
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